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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
FINDINGS
Land Value Trends
1.
Over the 1995-2001 period, residential land prices in Scotland have risen from an
average of just under £500,000 a hectare to around £800,000 a hectare. This figure disguises
huge variation within Scotland however, with land prices flat or falling in real terms in some
areas, but rising very sharply in others – particularly in Edinburgh.
2.
Edinburgh’s land prices have historically been higher than in other parts of Scotland Pieda’s work for the SDD in the early 80s showed that at that time, Edinburgh residential
land values were the highest in Scotland. However, evidence from the Valuation Office
Property Market Reports suggests that from that higher base level, residential land values in
Edinburgh have over the past few years risen much more sharply than in any other part of
Scotland - over the past six years the average value of residential land has risen by 200300%, depending on the size of site being considered.
3.
Values for sites suitable for flatted development have risen from around £2.8 m per
hectare to around £7m per hectare. Sites suitable for bulk development (2 ha or more) sold at
around £3m per hectare compared to just over £1m per hectare in 1995. There is also
evidence to suggest that the areas around Edinburgh, which in the past had much lower
residential land values, are also experiencing substantial increases in values. In Livingston
and Linlithgow for example, a number of sites changed hands for over £1m per hectare in
2000/2001.
4.
These values are not matched anywhere elsewhere in Scotland, although values in
Glasgow have risen substantially too. In Glasgow, sites suitable for flats have risen from just
over £1m per hectare to over £2.5 m per hectare, with bulk land rising from £300,000 to
£500,000 per hectare. Overall, the gap between Edinburgh land prices and those in the rest of
Scotland has widened considerably.
5.
Seen in a UK context, Scottish residential land prices are relatively low, with
Glasgow and Aberdeen land prices similar to those in the north of England and the Midlands,
although sites for flats tend to change hands at a rather higher level. Dundee land values are
low relative to all regions in the UK. Edinburgh however has land prices which are
comparable in the UK only with inner and outer London - in fact sites suitable for flats in
Edinburgh are generally more expensive than in outer London and are second only to inner
London in cost.
6.
Land values in cities are not uniform however, nor do they decline with distance from
the centre in the orderly way that the older theories of land use would predict – the complex
contours of the land value maps within cities reflect the fact that environmental amenities of
all kinds also impact on land values. In this study, it has not been possible to map the
variation in land values within Scottish cities, but we know anecdotally that there is
considerable variation. Even in Edinburgh, where land values are generally very high, even
in inner city former industrial/workers’ housing districts, there are some areas - generally the
city’s most deprived communities - which are blighted by their unpopular social housing and
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here land values are very low or indeed effectively negative. This was demonstrated in a
recent study of the housing market in Craigmillar by GVA Grimley.
7.
Industrial land values are much lower – at around £200,000 per acre, with much less
variation between the Scottish cities, and have risen very little over the same period. In real
terms they have remained static, and in Dundee they have fallen. Relative to the rest of the
UK, industrial land prices are low – similar to those of the North East and Wales - and well
below those of London and the South East.
8.
Although the Property Market Report data is based on a mixture of fact and opinion,
and is thus not suitable for more rigorous or detailed analysis, observers agree that it reflects
the realities observed in the market place.

Impact on Employment
9.
There is substantial evidence from our case study work and from our interviews to
suggest that high residential land values in Edinburgh are encouraging owners of industrial
sites to consider selling their sites for residential use – and some evidence to suggest that this
is also happening in landward districts such as West Lothian. It has been argued that this
trend is likely to result in employment loss, particularly in the manufacturing sector.
10.
However, there is as yet little evidence overall of an adverse impact of this type. Over
a similar period to the six years for which we reviewed land price data – data from the
Annual Business Inquiry suggests that employment grew substantially both in Edinburgh
itself and in the surrounding districts, and also in Glasgow and in some, but not all, of the
districts around Glasgow. Over the 1995-2000 period, Edinburgh gained over 23,000 jobs
and Glasgow over 34,000 jobs.
11.
Manufacturing employment did however decline in both Glasgow (-4,596) and
Edinburgh (-3,433) over that period, and the rate of decline was greater than in Scotland and
Great Britain as a whole. However, in the wider Edinburgh labour market area, there was
substantial growth in manufacturing employment over the period in West Lothian and in Fife,
but in the areas around Glasgow, more losses in manufacturing employment than gains. The
loss of manufacturing employment in both cities was more than matched by the growth in
service employment.

Future Land Value Trends
12.
There are no indications of any change in land value trends at present – but changes in
the housing and property market and in the wider economy clearly have the potential to
impact on land values. The Edinburgh new build market is believed to include a component
of demand which is property being bought to let or as a speculative investment. If there is a
correction in the buy to let market or a check in the wider housing market, perhaps as a result
of higher interest rates, the nature of this demand is such that there could be a sharp
correction, particularly in the parts of the Edinburgh market most affected by this type of
demand.
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13.
In the longer term, however, the underlying long-term trends suggest that the recent
pattern of land value growth is likely to continue. Population and household projections –
which indicate what might happen if past trends were to continue into the future – suggest
that Edinburgh and the districts around it will be some of the fastest growing districts in
Scotland. Without a substantial increase in housing supply, rising population and household
numbers are likely to maintain the housing market at a level of demand which results in very
high residential land prices.

The Case Studies
14.
Case study work of land use and land value change in inner city districts in each of
the four Scottish cities has shown the contrasting nature of land markets in the four cities.
15.
In Inner West Edinburgh, a mixed industrial/residential area developed in the 19th
century with railside industry and workers’ housing, the land market has facilitated rapid land
use change. As the demand for housing in this edge of city centre location increased in the
1990s, business and industrial site owners were quick to release the industrial sites they
owned, and there has been a swift land use succession, with substantial numbers of flats
being built on former business – and even office – sites. The market has cleared swiftly and
efficiently – most of the sites affected were taken up so quickly that they were only
brownfield sites for a matter of days or weeks, with the new development following almost
immediately.
16.
Without intervention or subsidy, brownfield land has been recycled and housing has
been provided which has contributed to meeting Edinburgh’s housing needs. As part of this
process, values have risen sharply however. Housing associations, who had initially played a
major part in the regeneration of the area, find themselves crowded out as a result of their
inability to match the bids from developers and housebuilders, who are willing to pay values
equivalent to well over the £20,000 per unit in land costs which would be regarded as a
ceiling by Communities Scotland. Much of the new development has been at high net
densities – few of the developments include much in the way of open space – and, perhaps
because of the opportunistic and unplanned nature of development, the design quality of
some of the schemes has been mediocre.
17.
In the Gorbals and Glasgow Green area of Glasgow, land use change has been plan
led, including two major projects initiated by the then SDA – Crown Street and St Andrew’s
Square, which includes the award winning Homes for the Future development. The
reshaping of both areas was supported by major public investment in site preparation and in
gap funding for the housing – throughout the 90s, there was a substantial gap between
development costs and the sales values achievable for new housing in these areas of weak
market demand. Development costs were higher than normal in some cases as a result of
higher specifications than the private sector would otherwise have provided, so that some of
the cost to the public purse was the cost of higher design standards.
18.
In total, the overall cost to the public purse for these two projects, which included
around 1,700 houses and flats, was of the order of £55 million in current prices, with subsidy
per housing unit ranging from £25,000 per unit provided at St Andrew’s Square to £40,000
per unit in Crown Street, which included more housing for rent and mixed-use elements. The
overall costs do not include the costs for the high quality, high specification housing
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association units at Ballater Street and McNeill Street, close to the Crown Street scheme,
which are predominantly units for rent.
19.
After a decade of pump priming expenditure in these two areas, the level of subsidy
required has fallen to the extent that Phase 2 of the Homes for the Future will be built without
subsidy, and with a substantial positive land value (in excess of £1m per hectare).
Previously, the implication of the substantial levels of gap funding required was that true land
values were in fact negative, although the sites changed hands for a nominal £100,000 per
hectare or so in the early phases of these schemes. However by 2000 in the final stages of the
first phase of Homes for the Future, values had risen to c. £300,000 per hectare.
20.
The Aberdeen City Centre case study contained an area around the city centre with a
number of brownfield gap sites and vacant upper floors which the Aberdeen City Centre
Partnership was keen to see developed for housing. Although gap funding was needed for
some of the early schemes and for the head lease schemes for vacant upper floors, the private
sector soon started to recognise a market for inner city living, and the land market operated
smoothly to facilitate land use change.
21.
As in Edinburgh, there have been concerns about the design quality of much of the
development, and the Partnership and City Council have promoted a number of actions to
attempt to improve the quality of development on key inner city sites. There have been some
concerns about the crowding out of the housing association sector as a result of rising land
values, but the situation is less extreme than in Edinburgh, with land values per unit
averaging £15,000 - £20,000 per unit.
22.
The Dundee case study was the Baxter Park/Stobswell area, formerly a fine
traditional Victorian suburb, with its park and landmark stone buildings. Once a popular
residential neighbourhood, its appeal appears to have declined as Dundee residents have
increasingly been able to choose from a wide range of housing options, both within the city
and further afield.
23.
In Dundee, there has been a marked decline in employment and in population in
recent years, and the contracting population has a wide choice in a competitively priced
housing market. In such market conditions, as market preferences change, certain sectors
may start to show signs of low demand – high vacancy rates and static or declining house
prices. The demand for small Victorian tenement flats is generally weak throughout the city,
other than in the prime locations – and Stobswell has a high proportion of small traditional
tenement flats.
24.
Vacancy rates are very high in the owner occupied sector and flats change hands at
very low values – good quality two bedroom flats overlooking Baxter Park are advertised at
under £35,000 and it is believed that many flats change hands privately at around £15,000.
The risk for an area like this is that it may go into a spiral of decline, where the high vacancy
levels and the decline of local services themselves become a factor in the increasing
unpopularity of the district. Survey evidence suggested that for those who were dissatisfied
with the local area, the key concerns were the decline of the area, anti-social behaviour and
crime and personal safety issues.
25.
In areas like Baxter Park, the rise in crime is often associated with the acquisition of
properties by landlords who acquire property at very low prices and let them to tenants on
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housing benefit who have been evicted from the council’s own stock, sometimes for antisocial behaviour. Dundee City Council is concerned about these issues and indeed has
recently let a consultancy contract, whose objective is to explore potential solutions to the
imbalance between supply and demand in Stobswell.
26.
However, this is an area where new developments of house types which are in
demand can sell - there have been a number of successful flatted new build developments,
apparently built without any subsidy from Communities Scotland, and which have benefited
from the prevailing low land prices which mean that the land cost of new flats is likely to be
around £5,000 per unit.
27.
The challenge is to find mechanisms for reducing the number of small older flats,
within the constraints of the tenemental pattern of property ownership with multiple owners.
In flats of this type securing consent for any common action is difficult, let alone securing
consent for radical change such as combining two flats or demolishing entire blocks.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS OF LAND VALUE CHANGE
28.
Urban Densities and the Form of Development: In Edinburgh, there can be no
doubt these trends are leading to higher residential densities in many areas, and this is also
true in central Aberdeen. As sites are built up at high density, there is little compensating
open space provided, and densities on many of these sites are extremely high – often in
excess of 200 units per hectare.
29.
Increased densities may of course have positive benefits. They make it possible for
larger numbers of people to live within the city boundary, with access to the city’s amenities
and employment opportunities. They also make it more likely that individual residential
areas can support good public transport and local services.
30.
The arguments against increasing density are that areas may be developed in a poorly
co-ordinated way, with no useful outdoor public space or play space being created for those
who live in these developments. In practice, on many windfall sites, the unbuilt areas are
given up almost entirely to car parking.
31.
The Consultative Draft of the Edinburgh and the Lothian Structure Plan (December
2001) recognises the double-edged nature of these changes – it recognises that development
at higher densities makes efficient use of land and facilitates provision of public transport
services, but states that it should not lead to overdevelopment, town cramming or the loss of
urban open space.
32.
The Structure Plan takes the view that market pressure on urban land means that
brownfield development usually takes the form of high density flatted accommodation, and
that this is generally compatible with current projections which predict a continued growth in
smaller households. However, with increasing affluence it is not always appropriate to
assume that small households want to live in small flats – many households prefer to occupy
larger units with some individual outdoor private space. This type of demand is poorly
catered for in most high density schemes.
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33.
In Edinburgh, so-called ‘family housing’ – housing with a front and back door and
some outdoor private space – is becoming increasingly less affordable within the City of
Edinburgh, so that those who wish this type of housing are forced to look outside the city’s
boundaries. Some would argue that this is a natural consequence of the city’s growth simply part of the succession of land uses - but there have also been policy interventions
which have reinforced this trend. In Craigmillar and in Granton, areas where land values are
naturally lower and it would be possible to build lower density units, the City Council’s
masterplans have actively promoted high density development.
34.
The arguments put forward for this density of development are that the area will be
better served by transport and other services because of the greater numbers of people living
there. It is however questionable how much in terms of additional facilities are in practice
likely to be achieved through these higher densities in Craigmillar – it is extremely unlikely
to result for example in a much higher level of retail provision because of the presence of
strong competition nearby. In Granton the choice of high density development is related to
the desire to cross subsidise other elements of the scheme, but in Craigmillar higher density
development neither generates positive land values nor a positive return on development.
35.
Impact on Sustainability: These trends have the potential to impact on sustainability
in two ways – on the one hand they may result in employment of certain types being driven
out of the city and as a result, people having to travel further to work. On the other hand, by
allowing more people to live within the city, they contribute to sustainability.
36.
However, although the composition of employment is changing, there is no real
evidence to suggest that the City of Edinburgh, which is the only city which has seen a very
substantial rise in land values, is losing employment - in fact the Annual Business Inquiry
data suggests that the city has in fact seen sharp employment growth, particularly since 1999,
much of it in financial services.
37.
It is true that the city has lost manufacturing employment, and at a rather faster rate
than long-term secular trends throughout Scotland and the UK – there are relatively few local
authority areas in the UK which have not lost manufacturing employment over this period.
Districts adjoining Edinburgh have on the other hand experienced net growth in
manufacturing employment.
38.
The decentralisation of employment is influenced by many other factors. While high
residential land values provide an added incentive to leave the city, increasingly
manufacturing industry prefers decentralised sites with good motorway access. As a
consequence, even in Glasgow, where residential values are seldom high in the localities
where manufacturing industry used to be concentrated, there has been a continuing loss of
manufacturing employment.
39.
Commuting across district boundaries rose substantially in the early 90s and average
travel to work journeys are likely to have increased considerably – but only the 2001 Census
data will provide definitive data on this. In our view however, this is as likely to be because
of trends in the labour market – increasing affluence, personal and job mobility – than as a
result of housing and employment uses becoming more spatially separated. The Scottish
Household Survey suggests that there is a direct correlation between income and car use, with
26% of the lowest household income group commuting by car to work but 62% of those with
the highest household income.
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40.
It is undoubtedly the case that many who commute by car – arguably an unsustainable
mode of transport - do so from personal preference. The Scottish Household Survey suggests
that 46% of all current car commuters could make their journey by public transport. In
Glasgow and Aberdeen, almost two thirds of car commuters say they could make their
journey by public transport.
41.
There is little evidence that land value changes are resulting in a loss of local retail
facilities – while many areas may have suffered from declining local retail provision, this has
been as a consequence of broader retail change and in particular the construction of large
superstores which inevitably tend to draw from a wide catchment area. It is areas of low land
values which are in practice most likely to suffer from inadequate retail facilities.
42.
In most residential areas in Scottish cities, local shops are in parades or in the ground
floor of tenement properties and it is in consequence extremely difficult to effect land use
change from retail to residential. There is however some evidence that major retailers are
shifting their focus back to local foodstore provision, and in prosperous localities, there may
even be new construction of local convenience shops.
43.
In theory, it might be difficult for certain types of local community facilities to
compete and find sites in these high value localities – but generally these localities are ones
which have a good basic infrastructure of such services, which is one of the factors which
underpins their popularity. However, when populations increase to such an extent that major
new facilities, such as an additional primary school are needed, it may be hard to find suitable
sites at a reasonable cost.

Positive and Negative Aspects of Rising Land Values
44.

45.

Where land values are high and rising rapidly, the benefits are that:
•

the market in land clears rapidly, so that there is virtually no land vacancy – there
is no overhang of brownfield land;

•

land values are high enough to fund substantial amounts of planning gain – the
type of ‘shopping list’ of items which many local authorities are currently seeking
to fund from planning gain is unlikely to be affordable at values of less than
£700,000 - £800,000 per hectare; and

•

there are sustainability benefits from the denser, more compact city which is likely
to emerge.

The disbenefits are that:
•

problems of housing affordability increase, and housing associations find it
difficult to find sites for affordable housing to rent which meet Communities
Scotland value for money criteria – they find themselves bid out of the market;

•

declining affordability in the city itself means that people commute further to find
affordable family housing, and long distance inward commuting - often by car becomes increasingly common;
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46.

47.

•

as unsustainable travel to work patterns become increasingly common, the need
for effective public transport increases, and the funding of the major city wide
schemes which are needed becomes an issue;

•

although there might be a desire to harness development values to fund new
transport infrastructure, it would be difficult to devise a mechanism to allow
developer contributions to fund the major city wide public transport schemes
which are needed;

•

substantial amounts of windfall development – often a feature of high land value
areas - may mean that renewal takes place in a piecemeal, haphazard fashion,
without the benefits of planning briefs or masterplans for area renewal; and

•

those who work in small-scale service and manufacturing industries are likely to
find that their employment base has moved out from the city itself.

Where land values are low, the negative implications are that :
•

there may be long-term brownfield land problems, with land lying vacant for long
periods;

•

it may be difficult to stimulate development, renewal and change without
substantial subsidy;

•

planning gain is not an option for the funding of new infrastructure;

•

where there is low demand for housing, declining property values – which include
an element of land value - can make it more difficult to secure appropriate levels
of investment in the private sector stock and in the worst cases, a downward spiral
of decline may develop;

•

very low land values are no more than a symptom of low demand, often
associated with economic decline and/or poor quality environments – and so low
land values are an indicator either of the weakness of the local economy or of
dysfunctional neighbourhoods which fail to provide the quality of life which those
who can exercise choice in the market require; and

•

it may be difficult for authorities to attract the amenities - retail and otherwise –
they would wish to see in deprived areas – despite cheap land - as developers are
deterred by weak market conditions.

The positive aspects of low land values are:
•

affordability – it is possible to build new houses and other facilities at a lower cost
than elsewhere.

•

low land values may also be characteristic of local housing markets which offer
households considerable choice and value for money in the housing market –
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households may be able to consume more space and enjoy higher amenities than
they would in a higher land value area – the Dundee phenomenon.

Stimulating Market Interest in Low Demand / Low Land Value Areas
48.
True land values in low demand areas may effectively be negative because of the gap
between sales values and build costs (including clearance and remediation costs).
Stimulating demand in such areas requires policy-makers to:
•

take into account the scale of market demand in the city as a whole and to ensure
that the measures for regeneration are compatible with overall projections for
household demand – a city in long-term decline may not be able to accommodate
peripheral expansion and the regeneration of several inner city areas.

•

recognise that turning a locality around needs substantial, concentrated investment
- small piecemeal interventions are unlikely to be successful, and masterplanning
and good design may play an important role in allowing failing city
neighbourhoods to reinvent themselves.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
49.
‘Town Cramming’ and Open Space: The reliance on brownfield development has
meant an increasing emphasis on so-called windfall sites, which can result in populations in
city neighbourhoods rising sharply, but with no compensating provision of worthwhile public
space. Cities need incidental open space, amenity tree planting and play space. Too often,
the provision associated with brownfield developments is insufficient. Open space ratios
which are based on the number of hectares/acres developed are not appropriate where such
high density development is involved. More sites need planning briefs or at least
development guidelines.
50.
Although little or no low density housing is being built within Edinburgh’s city
boundary, we believe that there would be a market for medium density housing at around 60
houses per hectare, and that there are some locations in the city where land values would
allow such housing to be built. In this connection, we question the desirability of promoting
building at higher net densities in areas where land values are very low and lower density
housing could be built, but at a density which would still support local services and public
transport.
51.
Residential Land - Easing Supply: the exceptionally high land prices in the City of
Edinburgh are an indicator of a growing imbalance between the demand and supply of
residential land. Priority must be given to ensuring that the supply of development land in
and around the city is adequate, and that major sites identified for housing become available
within a reasonable time frame.
52.
Sustainable Family Housing: It is important that the new peripheral sites which are
identified have excellent public transport, to avoid unsustainable commuting patterns on the
part of those who move outward to find family housing. It is a matter of concern that some of
the locations which are proposed in the Edinburgh and the Lothians Structure Plan as
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locations with good public transport access – for instance sites close to the main east coast
railway line in East Lothian - are in fact locations where the rail access potential is extremely
constrained by tunnel and track capacity at Waverley Station.
53.
Employment Land: Both in Edinburgh itself – and in surrounding districts such as
West Lothian - there is likely to be a need for new land for industry and small-scale service
business, and the market is unlikely to provide the sites needed, so that intervention on the
part of local authorities and LECs is likely to be needed. Some of this land should be
reasonably close to the city so that service businesses have some proximity to the city they
serve. There is a case for providing business sites suitable for this type of business in areas
with concentrations of workless people, although in a city like Edinburgh, where claimant
count unemployment is very low, policy-makers should be under no illusions that this action
will, in itself, impact positively on local economic activity intervention rates.
54.
Planning Gain: Planning gain is only available in areas where there are high land
values which can help developers to pay for the infrastructure required to open the sites for
development. There is a risk that a system which relies heavily on planning gain to provide
infrastructure will mean that only sites in regions or parts of regions with high land values
will be developed.
55.
High land values are a powerful enabling factor – they make it possible to fund
substantial infrastructure provision through developer contributions. However in many areas
in the West of Scotland, not only have land values been insufficient to fund infrastructure
contributions, but gap funding has been needed to facilitate the development of brownfield
sites and sites in disadvantaged areas for housing.
56.
Without doubt, the major policy issue relating to land values is the debate about the
best way of harnessing land values to meet the needs associated with development and the
growth of the city. The present situation is that developers may be asked to contribute
variable amounts toward education, transport and other local facilities, and in some locations
they may be asked to provide affordable housing, which they may or may not have to
subsidise themselves. This is not a satisfactory situation:
•

it is messy, potentially inequitable and lacks transparency;

•

it makes huge demands on the time of both authorities and developers, as each
development needs detailed, protracted individual negotiation;

•

indeed, it is this process of negotiation about planning gain and how the cost of
meeting various elements of a major development scheme should be allocated
between different parties which has held up the development of certain major
sites;

•

because there is a lack of clarity about what will be asked of developers, it is less
likely that these planning gain demands will be fully reflected in the price paid to
landowners, and a risk that they become built in to the costs of the housing built
on the site;

•

the negotiation of planning gain also makes it harder for local authorities to
maintain a focus on development quality in the development control process x

development quality becomes one of a number of competing benefits which
planners are attempting to secure from developers;
•

it is not a good mechanism for securing major new elements of infrastructure
which may be needed as a city expands – for example new public transport
developments and new secondary schools - because such major schemes require
the pooling of planning gain from a large number of sites.

57.
Most of the debate about reforming developer obligations centres on the idea of a
setting out infrastructure requirements more explicitly at the beginning of a development
period, as the basis for setting a development tariff. Development tariffs may be more
transparent but they raise many difficult practical issues for local authorities and for central
government:
•

how is the Executive to decide which parts of Scotland have sufficiently high land
values to allow infrastructure to be financed in this way?

•

how can such a system deal with the inherent unpredictability of the development
process and how can authorities finance major items of infrastructure which are
required early in the local plan programme? There is a risk management issue for
local authorities if it is anticipated that a high proportion of their infrastructure
costs will be met in this way.

•

how can the system deal fairly with both planned developments and windfall
developments? It is clearly inequitable and indeed potentially a distortion of the
market if windfall sites are allowed to be ‘free riders’ - if there are substantial
numbers of windfall sites, the developers of planned schemes could claim that the
tariff had been set too high.

•

how can the tariff reflect the huge variations in betterment that may be associated
with different developments in different parts of a local authority area? For
example, in districts outside Edinburgh, the most sought after areas may yield
£1.5 million a hectare, other sites half that. Should both be subject to the same
development tariff, or will separate tariffs be set for each settlement or sub area?

•

a flat rate tariff must be set to be affordable by the developments which yield the
lowest land values in the locality – and will thus lose the potential to access the
extremes of betterment evidently available on the most valuable sites.

58.
In our view the option of the taxation of betterment, which could then be
hypothecated to fund development infrastructure has been dismissed too quickly. Because a
number of unsuccessful attempts have been made in this country to introduce the taxation of
betterment, a view appears to have developed that betterment taxation is not a feasible option.
59.
We believe that the issue warrants further investigation – after all, many major
European nations operate such a system or indeed take into public ownership land required
for development at existing use values.
60.
Skills Needs: Some planning departments may be ill-equipped to negotiate with
developers over planning gain, and may need to gain additional skills in development
xi

appraisal. However, there are a number of options which might be considered to resolve this
issue:
•

training courses

•

the use of consultants

•

making use of in-house surveying skills.

61.
National Spatial Planning Framework: The evident unevenness of development
pressure in different parts of Scotland is an issue which might properly be considered in a
national spatial planning framework. The findings of this report would tend to suggest that a
national, rather than a central Scotland framework would be more appropriate – the issues
about how development pressure should be accommodated and the benefits of growth spread
more evenly are not confined to Central Scotland, as there are other localities beyond the
Central Belt to be considered.
62.
Turning Round Low Demand/Low Value Areas: The key principle is that
perceptions of the area have to change and there are a number of ways that can happen. First
of all, the scale of change has to be substantial – small isolated interventions are unlikely to
succeed. Secondly, high quality masterplanning and design can be extremely helpful in
shifting perceptions. Finally, it helps if the change is going with the grain of the market–
there is no doubt that the rehabilitation of areas like Leith and Glasgow Green happened
because there was a shift in consumer preferences, so that larger numbers of people were
attracted by inner city living.
63.
Optimal Legal Structures for High Density Development: The trend toward
brownfield development means that an increasing proportion of the owner occupied housing
stock is in multi-owned structures. Some of these developments have more complex and
expensive common parts than was the case in the past – for example lifts are becoming
increasingly common. Although Scotland’s legal system has always provided for
maintenance arrangements in such structures, from the Law of the Tenement onward, a wide
variety of title provisions exist, very few of which make effective provision for collective
decision making and as a result there is little clarity on the part of flat owners about common
maintenance responsibilities.
64.
These problems are likely to be a factor in the unacceptable levels of disrepair in older
tenement properties revealed in the 1996 Scottish House Condition Survey. In the recent
past, there have been high levels of public investment over large tracts of this stock, but in the
future public money is very unlikely to be available. There are proposals for reform,
including the proposals by the Scottish Law Commission for a Model Development
Management Scheme, which would represent a major advance in that it sets in place a body
corporate structure which would have a clear set of operating rules, including provision for an
annual budget and the establishment of a reserve (or sinking) fund. The Law Commission’s
recommendations have however been argued by some to have drawbacks from a consumer
standpoint.
65.
This is not the appropriate place to discuss in any depth the issues involved. We
would simply point out that the increasing proportion of flatted development – including
multi-storey structures of anything from eight to twenty or more storeys in Edinburgh –
xii

makes it all the more pressing that this issue should be brought higher up the agenda and new
legislation introduced to resolve the evident problems.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1
DTZ Pieda was commissioned by the Scottish Executive Central Research Unit to
carry out a research project which would explore the relationship between trends in land
values and their implications for the structure of cities, for planning policies and for other
areas of Government policy.

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH
1.2
The aim of the research was to establish trends in development land values, the likely
future trend in development land values, and the implications of both for:
•

Scottish Executive policies in general, with a particular emphasis on planning
policies;

•

the structure of cities and towns in general; and

•

policies for securing balanced communities in terms of housing and employment.

SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS
1.3

The research is to:
•

through an examination of land value trends, indicate past trends in land values in
different locations in cities and towns over a recent period of time, say the last ten
years; identify the implications for the resultant development of sites and areas,
urban form and development densities;

•

consider the implications for urban policy generally and sustainable development;
the implications for services, travel patterns and environmental quality. The
benefits and disbenefits are to be considered, together with any unforeseen
problems in the medium/longer term;

•

provide an informed view on the likely future direction of changes in land values
in the medium/longer term and set out the possible implications for planning
policy in the longer term, both positive and negative;

•

advise on whether and how increasing land and development values could be used
to support planning and related policies more effectively;

•

where there appears to be evidence that there are negative effects, advise on
whether and how the trends can be influenced or adjusted by public policy
intervention, and if so, the costs of such intervention and their likely success; and
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•

in the case of limited market demand and low values, advise on the scope for
increasing market interest and development value in support of planning
objectives and policies.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
1.4
The brief discusses a range of areas where there may be an interaction between land
values, planning policy and urban structure land values. The research questions the brief
poses are:
•

what have been the trends in land values for various land uses in different
locations in cities and towns over the last ten years?

•

what are their implications for:

•

•

the form of development, urban densities, the structure of cities and towns;

•

the sustainable development of cities and towns, including the issue of
whether ‘balanced communities’ are being put at risk

•

environmental quality.

the ‘sustainable development of cities’ is a way of describing an appropriate mix
of land uses such that housing, employment and services are so located that there
is no undue separation of residential neighbourhoods, employment locations and
services. The questions here are:
•

is successful housing renewal and redevelopment by the private sector at the
cost of balanced communities – which we take to be communities with a mix
of incomes, and household types/tenures, with access to employment
opportunities but also to shopping and other local service facilities?

•

is employment being driven out of towns and cities by high land prices, or are
other factors at play?

•

related to the above, is there tension between policies to provide affordable
housing and trends in employment location, leading to an increasing
separation between home and work?

•

what are the likely future trends in land values in the medium-longer term?

•

what are the benefits and disbenefits of these trends – and are there likely to be
any unforeseen problems in the medium/long-term?

•

could increasing land and development values be used to support planning and
related policies more effectively?
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1.5

•

what are the possible mechanisms for increasing market interest (and development
value) in areas of limited market demand and development value?

•

what are the implications of all of this for Scottish Executive policies in general
and the implementation of planning and other polices in particular?

The remainder of the report is set out as follows:
•

Section 2 contains a review of research evidence;

•

Section 3 outlines trends in development land values;

•

Section 4 reviews trends in the location of employment;

•

Section 5 reviews likely future trends in land values ;

•

Section 6 presents a series of four case studies of land use change in a sector of a
Scottish city;

•

Section 7 summarises the perceptions of key players on trends in land values in
and around Scottish cities and their implications for policy;

•

Section 8 summarises the key findings of the report and

•

Section 9 presents an overview of the policy implications of the findings of the
report.
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CHAPTER TWO

REVIEW OF RESEARCH EVIDENCE

INTRODUCTION
2.1
While the main focus of this review of research evidence will be the impact of land
values on urban form and the consequent implications for planning policy, planning policy is
itself one of the determinants of land values. In this review of research evidence, therefore,
we focus on both:
•

the relationship between the price of development land and urban form; and

•

the impact of planning on land values.

URBAN ECONOMIC THEORY – PERSPECTIVES ON LAND VALUES AND
URBAN FORM
2.2
We open this review with an overview of relevant work from the discipline of urban
economics on the processes which impact on land values and urban form. The academic
literature on urban economics describes a number of processes in urban land markets which
may help to explain why, for example:
•

land values vary spatially and over time;

•

why densities vary in different parts of conurbations;

•

why particular uses develop in particular parts of cities;

•

why particular income groups may choose to live close to or distant from their
place of work.

2.3
The early theoretical literature1 describes the forces and processes which may lead to
there being not just a rent gradient from the centre of a conurbation, but also a density
gradient, and the reasons for the two being inter-related.
2.4
The intellectual basis of the standard urban-rent model with its concentric circles,
which forms the basis of much theoretical work in urban economics, stems from the
agricultural location theory of the early 19th century writer von Thűnen, whose work provided
a hypothesis which explained inter alia why the most intensive crops were produced closest
to the market. Modern urban land use theory, which forms the core of urban economics, is
essentially a revival of von Thűnen’s theory of agricultural land use.2
2.5
Subsequent writers adapted von Thűnen’s theory to an urban setting, emphasising the
role of competitive bidding for land in determining urban land uses and the influence of
accessibility on land values. In a city with a single centre, space will be used most
intensively in the core and the density of use will tend to decline with increasing distance
1
2

For example Segal, D, Urban Economics 1977, p 103
Fujita, M, Urban Economic Theory: Land Use and City Size, 1989
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from it. These gradients may also be observed in population densities, urban land values and
employment per acre of land.
2.6
Writers such as Park and Burgess, influenced by ecology, suggested that human
beings compete for scarce resources such as land and raw materials, with the aim of
establishing spatially disparate urban environments to satisfy their different economic and
social needs. As in ecology, the boundaries between such environments are constantly
changing.3
2.7
Alonso’s4 development of the bid-rent function formalises the trade-off between
accessibility and land costs. Each activity or land use has a family of bid rent curves which
shows what a given activity is prepared to pay at each site. The activities with the steeper bid
rent curves capture the central locations because they are prepared to pay more for central
sites. Households also have a bid rent function – a trade-off curve between housing costs and
journey to work costs, which generally assumes that the household has a fixed budget that it
can allocate to some combination of these two items. In fact however, the availability of
mortgage finance may constrain that set of preferences and households may only be able to
choose up to a certain maximum housing cost point.
2.8
Alonso’s bid-rent concept implies that with an increase in urban population and/or an
increase in total urban income, the demand for land would increase – raising bid-rents
throughout the urban area. This in turn, would result in each land use invading the next outer
zone.5
2.9
Different income groups will have different bid rent functions – it is commonly
assumed for example that the poor have steeper bid-rent functions than the rich, because it is
necessary for the poor to live near work at high densities to economise on transport costs,
whereas the rich have a high income elasticity of demand for space.
2.10 The pattern in many Western cities where the very rich choose to live either close to
the centre or well out in the suburbs can be explained by the rich having a convex bid-rent
curve (Fig 2.1) – ie. they either want to live very close to the city centre for access to its
amenities or in order to minimise the time costs of reaching downtown offices or in the outer
suburbs, where they may enjoy the advantages of more space, access to open country, or a
quasi-rural lifestyle.
2.11 There is some empirical evidence that increasingly strong demand for city centre
living is leading to a doughnut effect6 in some British cities – most notably in Birmingham
and London, where the Town and Country Planning Association has argued that the suburbs
have been left behind in the rush to improve inner city areas. Areas such as Selly Oak,
Northfield and Erdington in Birmingham and previously prosperous areas such as Surbiton,
Barnet and Colllier’s Wood in London are suffering from failing infrastructure and an exodus
of retailers to the city itself or to out of town locations.

3

Balchin, p, Isaac, D, and Chen, J – Urban Economics – A Global Perspective, 2000
Alonso, W, Location and Land Uses, 1964
5
Balchin, P, Isaac, D, and Chen, J op cit
6
see for example ‘the Doughnut Effect, The Economist, Jan 17th 2002
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If these academic models are dynamised they suggest that:
‘growth will lead to a pushing out and widening of concentric zones of activity, and
land uses dominant in one ring by a process which the urban ecologists have called
‘invasion - succession’ …………….some spatial characteristics of urban expansion
are obvious and fairly universal. Urban growth will normally be associated with both
upward and outward expansion. Near the city centre, low structures will tend to be
replaced by higher ones and there will be attempts to encroach on open spaces and
build on any spare plots. Central densities (with the probable exception of residential
density) will rise, and the central land will be used more intensively. At the same
time, however, the settled urban area will expand outwards. One of the main reasons
for this is that efficient production of goods requires new land as an input. Another is
that the provision of new housing for an expanding city population will require (and
be cheaper on) new land, especially as, as is often the case, rising income levels are
associated with a demand for more living space.7’

2.13 Empirical work in the US led to a critique of the concentric zone model, which was
found to offer a poor description of the structure of many cities. Hoyt’s radial-sector theory,
developed in the inter-war and immediate post-war period, describes how in many cities one
or more high rent sectors shaped like pie slice wedges tend to develop along radial lines from
the centre to the periphery. High rent sectors tended to develop in areas which offered
particular attractions – primarily environmental.
2.14 While these theoretical models all offer useful insights into certain of the processes
which determine urban form, they are challenged by the complexity of real cities, where so
7

Richardson, H, Urban Economics 1971, pp 64-66
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many factors – not solely economic – impact on land use decisions and the development
process. The fact that cities are increasingly polycentric, with many subsidiary centres of
employment, makes the models hard to apply to the real world.
2.15 In the UK, the impact of the planning system is of course a powerful determinant of
both land uses and densities, which does not always take into account the natural tendencies
of the market – the forces which underpin the theoretical models. For instance, the City of
Edinburgh’s recent masterplan for Craigmillar produced by Piers Gough proposed high
density housing on a low value, relatively peripheral site, motivated by architectural
considerations and arguments that higher density provision would result in a somewhat
higher density of public transport provision. This was contrary to the preferences of the
housebuilders, who saw this as a location where lower land prices would make it possible to
provide lower density housing, which would be difficult to provide elsewhere in the city –
housing of a type which housebuilders can now generally provide only on lower value sites
well outside the city boundary.
2.16 Modern urban economics uses more complex models of locational choice, which
reflect the fact that the decisions of households in particular are not a simple trade-off
between space and accessibility – the trade-off is in fact a three way trade-off with three basic
factors being considered: accessibility, space and environmental amenities.
“Accessibility includes both pecuniary and time costs associated with getting to work,
visiting relatives and friends and shopping and other activities. The space factor
consists of the need for some land as well as the size and quality of the house itself.
Finally, environmental amenities include natural features such as hills and scenic
views as well as neighbourhood characteristics ranging from the quality of schools
and safety to racial composition.”8
2.17 More recent work in urban economics seeks to model the impact of these other factors
– the neighbourhood externalities which explain why different parts of the city which are
equally accessible from the city centre may have such different land prices.
2.18 For example, the work of Cheshire and Sheppard9 involves the creation of models
which attempt to deal with the considerable complexity of the determinants of urban land
prices. Hedonic price models are used to explain intra – urban variation in the price of land.
One of the factors which impacts on land prices is the planning system, and some of Cheshire
and Sheppard’s work attempts to quantify that effect10. This aspect of their work is discussed
in more detail in later parts of this section.
2.19 Cheshire and Sheppard’s work recognises the many factors which impact on the price
of an individual plot of land. They state that :
‘It has long been recognised that housing (and for that matter, commercial or
industrial buildings) is a composite good. The price that is paid for a house reflects
the various characteristics of the house – its floor area, for example, or the facilities it
enjoys, its age and design. A house, however, is not only composed of characteristics
relating to its structure but also of characteristics determined by its location. The
8

Fujita, op cit
Cheshire, P and Sheppard S (date?) Hedonic Perspectives on the Price of Land: Space, Access and Amenity
10
Cheshire, P and Sheppard S (2000) Building on Brown Fields: the Long-term Price we pay
9
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latter include the classic element of urban economic models, accessibility to the
employment centre. There is another set of location determined characteristics,
however, including the quality of local public goods and of the microenvironment, the
characteristics of the immediate neighbourhood, or the amenities (and disamenities)
which the location provides access to.
Since the set of location specific characteristics is tied to the parcel of land on which
a house stands (rather than to the structure itself) what this implies is that land also is
a composite good. Theory explains the price of land as ‘pure space with
accessibility’ but the price of any parcel of land as directly observed incorporates the
values of all the location specific characteristics with which it is endowed. Plots of
urban land turn out on close examination to be seething with these location specific
and valuable characteristics which are in sum so valuable that typically the market
price of any plot is dominated by them rather than by its value as space with
accessibility.’

THE IMPACT OF PLANNING ON LAND VALUES
2.20 To review the assertion that planning policies are impacting negatively on urban
environments through their impact on land values, we review the academic literature on this
topic. We then go on to review the extent to which the literature suggests that the planning
system in Scotland has focused development in inner city areas and whether this is
responsible for driving up land values in these areas. Planning may also be expected to have
positive impacts on land values where it restricts demand in certain locations in order to focus
demand on areas where demand is weak.

Planning Policy Trends
2.21 Until the 1990s, our view of the long-term impact of planning since the post-war
years would have been that it had tended indirectly to support trends of decentralisation.
Dissatisfaction with urban environments had encouraged many to move to suburban areas
where much of post-war private house building has been concentrated. Such housing
development was facilitated by planning policies. Indeed, in the immediate post-war years,
public policy initiatives led to the development of the new towns and peripheral estates, and
thus actively supported the decentralisation of both housing and, in the case of the new
towns, employment. Generally, the planning system tended to accommodate the shift
outward, as statutory plans tended to make provision for land allocations in areas where
population growth was projected 11 - on a ‘predict and provide ’ basis. In more recent years,
however, the planning system has acted as a constraint, by responding to changing demand
with a lag, so that land supply has often failed to match current demands.
2.22 More recently, government policy has shifted to halt the depopulation of urban
centres whilst encouraging sustainability. The report of the Urban Task Force contains
one of the most succinct summaries of that policy shift12 in England. (In Scotland, the
equivalent review of urban policy, the Cities Review, will be published next month.) Policies
11

Spatial Patterns of Housing Development: A Summary of Research Evidence, Research review No.1, Scottish
Homes
12
Towards an Urban Renaissance: Final Report of the Urban Task Force, 1999
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have attempted to focus development in cities. The resulting change in emphasis in planning
policy combined with the continuing limitations on developing green belt land has led to an
increasing proportion of development being concentrated on brownfield sites. There is also
evidence, cited in a recent Scottish Executive survey, that where pressure has become too
great, development has moved out beyond cities and their surroundings13. In the case of
Edinburgh, new housebuilding has moved out beyond the green belt to West, Mid and East
Lothian and to Fife.
2.23 Although the success of this policy has been noted – in the Glasgow and Clyde Valley
Structure Plan area 60% of new development has been on brownfield sites - there has also
been much discussion of the continuing plight of some inner city areas which have failed to
attract development interest, despite the best efforts of planners. It is acknowledged that the
statutory planning system can act as a negative force, able to prevent development
effectively, but often powerless to stimulate development in the face of unfavourable demand
conditions.
2.24 Demand, whether originating from the market or whether initially stimulated by
government subsidies, is imperative for development in city centres. Where favourable
market conditions for development have existed, planning has succeeded in channelling
growth into built up areas yet many inner city areas still grapple with the problems of
stimulating demand even when planning policy is supportive of development14.

Planning and Land Values
2.25 There is a body of literature relating to the impact of planning on land values.
Planning, by limiting supply, is generally acknowledged as impacting on land values,
although the extent of this influence is debated. The arguments were summarised in a recent
report for the Scottish Executive: ‘The Role of Planning System in the Provision of
Housing’15.
2.26 Those who emphasise the role of supply factors over those of demand, such as
Evans16, argue that planning regulations can push up the price of land if they constrain the
supply of land and thus impact on the elasticity of the housing supply. In these circumstances
increase in demand results not in an increase of housing but in an increase in house prices.
This is compounded by the spatial segmentation of housing markets. The planning system
regulates the supply of land thus preventing house builders from responding to demand.
Over time, inflated house prices and high land values will tend to result in a shift in supply
towards properties which consume less land.
2.27 In contrast it has been argued by those who emphasise demand side factors such as
Grigson17 that the planning system cannot push up prices of land or housing other than in
13

The Role of the Planning System in the Provision of Housing, School of Planning and Housing (Edinburgh
College of Art) in association with the Department of Building Engineering and Surveying (Heriot-Watt
University), Scottish Executive Central Research Unit 2001, pp. iii
14
Spatial Patterns of Housing Development, pp. 12
15
The Role of the Planning System in the Provision of Housing, pp. 12-14
16
Evans, A W, The Impact of Land Use Planning and Tax Subsidies on the Supply and Price of Housing in
Britain: A Comment Urban Studies, Vol 33 No. 3, 581-585.
17
Grigson. W.S (1986) House prices in perspective. A review of south east evidence
London and South East Regional Planning Conference (SERPLAN)
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certain market conditions. House prices are largely determined by demand because the sale
of new houses makes up such a small part of the market. Furthermore, the supply of housing
is relatively fixed in the short run due to the time taken to complete new developments.
However, at the margin, new developments do impact on price.
2.28 Empirical studies have tended to support the supply side argument and suggest that
planning processes do have an impact on land values and house prices. Comparative studies
of areas of strong and weak planning control, such as those by Cheshire and Sheppard 18 have
tended to conclude that such differences in policies have resulted in price differentials. A
study by FPD Savills on land values in London, for example, concludes that land for office
development may be cheaper due to more flexible planning constraints.19 In terms of recent
Scottish experience, it is clear that limitations in the supply of residential development land in
particular have resulted in rising land values in Edinburgh and the Lothians20.
2.29 The only major piece of empirical work on land prices in Scotland21, a study carried
out by Pieda in 1986 for the Scottish Development Department, showed that both demand
and supply factors were significant. The statistical analysis of variation in land prices
provided some evidence that constraints on land supply resulted in increased house prices,
but demand factors, represented by the level of earnings, unemployment and owner
occupation, were also important. In each of the equations tested, the level of earnings proved
to be the most significant variable, followed by the measures of land supply, such as the
amount of land with detailed planning permission per capita.
2.30 The 1986 Pieda study showed that central Edinburgh land prices – at that time also
the highest in Scotland – were much higher than in the district council areas surrounding the
city. In Glasgow, by contrast, certain of the adjoining district council areas (high status
suburbs such as Bearsden and Milngavie and Eastwood) had land prices which were almost
as high as those in the city itself. The report’s authors speculated that this sharp fall off in
house prices as one moved out from Edinburgh could be a consequence of the ‘encircling’
nature of the green belt in Edinburgh. The alternative hypothesis - which is that land in the
surrounding districts is not regarded by builders as a substitute for city sites, reflecting house
purchaser attitudes – is also put forward.
2.31 Of particular relevance to this study is the apparent impact of recent changes in the
planning system on the supply of development land and resulting land values. The Property
Market Report based on analysis of the recent UK property market by the Valuation Office,
argues that:
‘PPG3’s emphasis on the importance of social housing provision and the requirement
that 60% of new housing should be provided on brownfield land has concentrated
developers minds and any land with existing planning consents is much sought after.
This trend has caused significant demand for land in many areas with a consequent
upward pressure on values.’ 22
18

Cheshire, P. and Sheppard, S (1989) British planning policy and access to housing: some empirical estimates,
Urban Studies 26
19
Land Use in Cities, FPD Savills Ltd, Summer 1998
20
Scottish Property Market Report, Scottish Enterprise, 2000, pp. 26-9; Property Market Report, Valuation
Office, Spring 2001, pp.26
21
Pieda, 1986, Land Supply and House Prices, Scottish Development Department
22
Property Market Report, pp.18
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2.32 Another potential impact of the planning system on restricting supply may be through
the operation of affordable housing policies. This might happen in one of two ways:
•

In London, it has been argued by the RICS23 that affordable housing policies are
so demanding (because the policies suggest that a very high proportion of housing
is to be affordable) that developers may simply shelve schemes.

•

In Edinburgh, developers have argued that because the supply of housing sites is
so limited, the Edinburgh policy, which focuses particularly on social rented
housing, will have the effect of limiting the amount of land which is available for
housing for sale. (This argument however is not about housing land overall, only
about the amount which is available for housing for sale.)

2.33 In the Property Market Report the role of demand is referred to and although most
studies acknowledge the role of planning in influencing supply and thus the price of land,
they also point to the significance of demand in determining final values. After modelling the
housing market, for example, the Scottish Executive report concluded that even if a large
amount of land was to be released via the planning system a correspondingly large increase in
housing supply would not occur. Furthermore, such a large release would have a small
impact on house prices24.
2.34 Urban economic theory tends to support our own conclusion about the causes of the
sharp increases in land prices, as for example in Edinburgh, which is that both supply and
demand factors are important. Theory suggests that a growing city population would, even in
the absence of a planning system, result in increased demand for residential land which in
turn will increase the price of land everywhere, increase densities and push the urban fringe
outward. The more the planning system restricts the outward shift of the urban fringe, or any
alternative source of land supply, the more intense is the rise in land prices likely to be. Since
we have no evidence to support the view that the planning system has increased its
constraints on land supply in Edinburgh, it is likely that the major part of the steeply rising
land prices in Edinburgh may be accounted for by increased demand.
2.35 In areas of low demand where efforts have focussed on increasing market interest
over a long time period, positive land values have finally been achieved. Recent evaluation
work carried out by DTZ Pieda has also shown that urban policies may be effective in
altering patterns of demands and thus local land values. However policy-makers need to be
aware of the length of their time commitment to that policy - and of the resources needed to
support it25.
2.36 Variations in the nature of demand also influence resulting patterns of land use.
Consideration of development processes leads us to conclude that it is a strong demand for a
restricted supply of sites which generates high land values and leads developers to plan
higher density developments in order to win sites.

23

Delivering Affordable Housing through the Planning System, RICS Policy Unit in association with the
Housing Corporation November 2001
24
The Role of the Planning System, pp.iii
25
Evaluation of Brownfield Sites for Housing Initiative, Crown Street and St Andrew’s Square, DTZ Pieda,
2000 (unpublished).
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2.37 When high demand combines with restricted supply and a planning system that
actively encourages intensive housing development, high land values for high density sites
can result. The Property Market Report concludes:
‘The message in PPG3 to avoid the inefficient use of land and provide more intensive
housing development in and around existing centres and close to public transport
nodes has led to greater density of development in planning consents particularly on
sites for the construction of flats, and in consequence there have been some
exceptionally high values paid for such sites.’26
2.38 Land values are clearly the result of complex, localised markets. Moreover, it is
worth noting the role land values have had in influencing planning. Monk et al, for example,
use empirical evidence to argue that although the planning system constrains the supply of
land in general, it does respond to demand pressures subject to a time lag27. In terms of
Scottish experience, DTZ Pieda has argued previously that historically the planning system
has tended to accommodate and adjust to market pressures while tending to protect areas with
restrictive designations (AGLVs, green belt) from development28. The adjustment to the
market has been in largely plan led areas where projected substantial population growth has
resulted in higher allocations of development land.

LAND VALUES AND URBAN STRUCTURES: EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE
2.39 In assessing the significance of land values for urban structures, we have looked for
evidence in the literature on the impact of land values on:
•

the form of development, urban densities, the structure of cities and towns;

•

the sustainable development of cities, including the issue of whether 'balanced
communities' are being put at risk;

•

environmental quality.

Urban Form
2.40 The factors which combine to produce high land values tend to influence urban
structures. Both theoretical work and empirical studies suggest that density increases as land
values rise. Higher prices for development land encourage infilling of vacant plots and
increased densities. Higher house prices mean that these properties are accepted by many
consumers29, who must trade-off accessibility for space, recognising that they can only have
the space they might prefer at the cost of longer commuting times.
2.41 DTZ Pieda has argued that because land values are effectively a residual, greater
demand for land often results in higher densities in general. In a situation where there is
26

Property Market Report, pp.18
The Role of the Planning System, pp.14
28
Spatial Patterns of Housing Development, pp. vi
29
‘Rabbit Hutches on Postage Stamps: Planning Development and Political Economy’, in Urban Planning and
Management, eds. K. Willis, R. K. Turner and I. Bateman, 2001, pp. 232-252
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competition for sites and strong housing demand, developers may try to maximise the number
of units on a site, so that they can maximise the residual value, and thus the bid price of land.
2.42 With the increased demand for city centre housing from city centre workers in certain
urban locations, the competition between different land uses may be quite finely balanced.
The study by Savills shows how the changing hierarchy of property values through different
property cycles may make mixed-use development commercially advantageous. For tertiary
out of date or off-centre office buildings in a range of locations in London, Savills looked at
three different end uses – office, residential and hotel use. The margins between the use
which generated the highest Gross Development Value and land value ( office, residential or
hotel use) were quite small and may shift quite rapidly over time. On an identical site, the
economics of development will favour different uses at different times and land values will
change according to property values, developer behaviour and other factors. The study drew
attention to the way in which, for example, affordable housing policies can easily tip the
viability of a site in favour of offices if no such provision is required for commercial uses.
2.43 Savills argue that in the face of this type of uncertainty, development risk may be
ameliorated by building more than one use on a site, which in turn may reduce the risk related
margins required by bankers. There has of course been significant growth in mixed-use
developments in the UK, attributable to a whole range of other factors – the market has
discovered that mixed-use schemes may be more varied, interesting and vibrant than single
use schemes, and it has been demonstrated that a mixture of land uses can create a critical
mass over and above the sum of the parts. The diversification of risk is an additional factor
which may lead to a mixed-use development being favoured.30
2.44 It is likely that in some urban areas, high land values have been an important factor in
encouraging the movement of manufacturing industry out of city centres and the inner city to
surrounding districts. Indeed, in Edinburgh not only have industrial uses been displaced by
housing, but there are even some sites where housing use has succeeded office use in fringe
urban locations.
2.45 For some industrial or service users, the opportunity to release the capital value of the
asset they occupy and re-invest the proceeds – or retire to sunnier climes! - may be more of a
factor in the decision to sell the site than the fact that they have outgrown their present site or
wish to relocate to a more convenient location.
2.46 Although trends in the relocation of manufacturing industry have been documented by Turok and Edge in the case of Glasgow for example – it is relatively unusual for it to be
high land values which are the main drivers in such relocation 31. Other highly important
factors include the changing needs of manufacturing production as well as policy initiatives
to attract manufacturing into areas outside conurbations and to capture footloose industry by
offering greenfield sites with excellent road transport connections. GVA Grimley and
Business Strategies have argued in a recent report that ‘sites on the edge of urban areas or
around ‘clusters’ of manufacturing estates are preferred, rather than inner urban areas
surrounded by residential uses with poor access arrangements’32. However, in Edinburgh
30
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and in West Lothian, there is a considerable amount of recent anecdotal evidence to suggest
the proprietors of business land are actively seeking to achieve residential values on their
sites.
2.47 The role of land values in determining patterns of residential housing is in some
respects counter-intuitive - it might be thought that low land values would have the potential
to stimulate residential development. However, the reverse is the case – low land prices in
towns and cities tend to reflect fundamental weaknesses in the market for housing in these
cities, and a profound reluctance of housebuilders to take up sites, at least in certain parts of
these cities. It is by no means the case that housebuilders will perceive low land prices as a
positive factor, enabling them to build more cheaply – rather low land prices reflect the
builders’ perceptions of the strength of demand for housing in these areas.
2.48 Scottish experience tends to suggest that employment and population loss to
surrounding areas is more commonly associated with low, rather than high land values. The
areas which saw the biggest percentage decline in population between 1991 and 1996 were
Glasgow (-2.4%), Dundee (-3.8%) and Inverclyde (-4.9%) yet this has not been land or house
price driven. All these places have relatively low land prices. This has been a long-term
trend which has occurred in a variety of cities, suggesting that rather than high land values, a
complex pattern of consumer preferences – particularly relating to the quality of residential
environments and local amenities such as schools - and employment opportunities has been at
work33.

Sustainability: The Case for Higher Urban Densities
2.49 The increase in urban densities which may be associated with high land values is
viewed differently from different perspectives. Those who support compact urban forms see
increased densities leading to a range of positive results.
There is a powerful
architectural/urban design lobby, for example, that associates higher densities with improved
urban design34. This view was put forward in the report of the Urban Task Force. High
density neighbourhoods are said to contribute to improved energy conservation, transport and
service provision – key aspects of the sustainability campaign. This argument is illustrated in
a highly relevant paper by Professor Sir Peter Hall which inter-alia, summarised research by
the Bartlett School of Planning which suggested that higher densities result in better public
transport; support of a wider range of services; decline in journey distance and more localised
contacts and activities which reduce the need for travel35.
2.50 However, this view is not universally held. Those who attack what they term ‘town
cramming’ argue that higher density residential patterns effectively act against consumer
preference to force people to live in housing which they do not want to live in. Alan Evans
argues that consumers are steered towards smaller properties and higher density living36.
Indeed the studies quoted in the summary of the debate by Peter Hall suggest that the British
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tend to aspire to live near the countryside, put up with the suburbs as an alternative and are
averse, in general, to urban living37.
2.51 It is worth noting that recent analysis of the UK property market suggests that demand
for individual dwellings remains ‘insatiable and ubiquitous…in both the more prosperous
and the more deprived regions’.38 Even in Scotland, where urban form has been historically
more continental and thus higher density, the English garden city ideal has had its impact.
2.52 It may be wrong too to conclude that the one person households who make up a very
high proportion of the total growth in household numbers will want to live in small flats.
Research by the Housing Research Foundation for the National House Building Council39
suggested that in the fastest growing group of households, one person households in the 3554 age group, most will be house purchasers, who will have clear preferences about the kind
of residential environment they want to live in. Most want two bedrooms, and some want
three or more. Only 10% would prefer a flat to a house and fully one third would not even
consider a flat. This group is looking for parking for their cars and private open space – not a
large garden, but a small garden or patio.
2.53 Of most interest in terms of densities and land values are the speculations of Hall on
the optimum density for residential neighbourhoods in cities. He argues for a minimum
density of 37 units per hectare but acknowledges that in areas of high demand such as
Islington and Chelsea in London or Pacific Heights and Russian Hill in San Francisco a much
higher density – anything up to 120 units per hectare can be sustained without sacrificing
quality of life40.
2.54 Similarly, Lord Rogers has pointed out that Barcelona has an average density of about
400 dwellings per hectare, and areas such as Bath, Edinburgh’s New Town and Bloombury
and Islington in London have an overall density of 100-200 dwellings per hectare.41
2.55 Nicholas Schoon, the former environment correspondent for The Independent, was
commissioned by the Joseph Rowntree Foundation to write about the obstacles to the urban
renaissance and how they might be overcome. He reviews in some depth the need to make
higher densities and mixed-use neighbourhoods fit with people’s aspirations for good-sized
homes and gardens.42 He proposes a high density, low rise block predominantly of houses
with gardens which achieves a density of 60 houses to the hectare. At this density, he argues,
basic local services within a few minutes walk and good public transport can supported.

Urban Densities and Travel to Work
2.56 The implications for transport patterns and the environmental impact of compact
urban forms are by no means clear. We would caution against an over simplistic view of the
causal relationship between development patterns and unsustainable commuting. The
37
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literature on job search and commuting makes it clear that this is a complex area, where many
other factors influence the decision to commute and whether to do so by car or by public
transport.
2.57 Farrington found that car ownership in Scotland was increasing faster than elsewhere,
and that car and rail use has increased, with bus use falling. Journey to work is strongly
correlated with socio-economic groups. Those in professional and managerial occupations
are more likely to commute to work, and the composition of the labour force has been
changing so that an increasingly high proportion of workers are in professional and
managerial categories43.
2.58 A report by BSL in 199844 showed that the proportion of the workforce who are
commuters between local authority districts rose steadily in the early 90s in Central Scotland.
The proportion of employees who were in–commuters rose from 28% to 33% in Edinburgh
and from 40 to 44% in Glasgow over the 1991-1996 period. The rise in out-commuting was
also substantial in Glasgow.
2.59 Breheny et al argue that their research into these issues ‘casts doubt on the orthodoxy
that increasing building densities will necessarily reduce travel in towns and cities’45.
Breheny46 argues that while enormous momentum has built up behind the idea of promoting
more housing in urban areas, the question of whether the changing geography of jobs will aid
or hinder this approach has been neglected entirely – even in the Urban Task Force Report.
2.60 Breheney’s report focuses on the changing geography of employment, and argues that
throughout the UK, there has been substantial decentralisation of employment, driven by a
number of factors, with large conurbations the major losers of employment. However,
Breheny rejects the view that it is this urban decentralisation which has fuelled longer work
journeys - he believes that they are more likely to be the result of increased mobility.
2.61 A theme throughout the report is the growing trend for workers and their families to
put down long-term roots in a location for lifestyle reasons and assume that they will cope
with job changes by commuting. Breheny calls this ‘the roots effect’ – or a variant – the
‘professional roots effect’, where dual career professional households choose an optimal
location from which to undertake two sets of commuting trips. The location will be chosen
for its attributes as a desirable residential area – attributes including environmental quality,
freedom from crime and good public services.
2.62

The two questions which Breheny seeks to address are:
•

“to what extent have home location and job location become uncoupled?” and

•

“to what extent is the geography of jobs susceptible to intervention?
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2.63 Breheny believes that the answer to the first question is – to an increasing degree, as a
result of increasing real incomes, car ownership, the increased specialisation of the workforce
and the higher proportion of professional workers.
2.64 In relation to the second question, he is sceptical about the scope for creating new
manufacturing employment in cities, and suggests that although it may be desirable to raise
employment within conurbations, there is a risk that the creation of employment next to
disadvantaged areas will not lead to a reduction in unemployment in those areas because the
jobs are taken by others from elsewhere in the conurbation. (This has recently been reported
as being the experience at the Clydebank Business Park (formerly the Enterprise Zone)).
Breheny argues for an intensification of training programmes to allow the most
disadvantaged of the unemployed to compete.
2.65 Further recent research on moving for job reasons has confirmed the role of dual
career partnerships in constraining job-related moves.47 While this work focuses particularly
on migration, it is also highly relevant to the propensity of households to relocate to achieve
proximity to the new place of work. Both US evidence and this study confirm that having an
employed wife is associated with reduced male migration – as the Warwick team put it, ‘men
are more likely to be ‘tied stayers’ if their wife is working.’
2.66 Those who argue against blanket measures to encourage compact urban living
maintain that increased densities fail to save land anyway. Peter Hall states that changing
household structures mean that ‘dwelling densities will not yield person densities that we
could achieve 40 or 50 years ago’48.
2.67 There is limited consideration of the impact of the increasing number of mixed land
use developments on sustainability issues. Will these, for example, discourage the use of cars
or will home and work remain separate for the majority and car use patterns remain
unchanged? There is also little consideration of consumer preferences in the future. Although
low density living in a suburban, low density or rural environment remains attractive for
many, there are some social groups who may welcome higher densities. Single person
households are predicted to become the driver of growth in household numbers in future
years. The preferences of this group may also affect the implications of higher densities and
the definition of sustainability.

Balanced Communities
2.68 High land values may suggest that there is a risk that balanced communities may not
be attained in new developments. If land values are partly determined by the value of
properties ultimately built on the site, then high land values imply the production either of
very dense developments or of expensive properties only accessible to certain groups of the
population. This implies the creation of communities where there is no housing affordable by
lower and middle income groups. The impact of higher housing prices which may threaten
inner city services indirectly through the exclusion of public sector workers such as nurses
and fire-fighters is well documented49.
47
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2.69 In the past, many public sector workers relied on the safety net of local authority
rented housing, which pooled rents on new properties and older properties whose debts had
virtually been written off. In this way, the local authority sector could afford to compete on
the open market for land and to build new houses. The advent of Right to Buy has
undermined the foundations on which this system was based and as a result, social housing
can now only be provided through subsidy (HAG or similar) or through subsidies created by
planning gain.
2.70 Yet the localised nature of areas in high demand – these areas may sit next to areas
with very different market characteristics - raises questions about the prospect of increasingly
segregated communities. There is little research on the household type, economic and
demographic profile of urban populations in newly developed areas. These features are
important in determining the degree of 'balance' of the community.
2.71 The unfettered workings of the market appear unlikely to lead to greater balance and
integration between social groups – indeed, it is only through such policies as the requirement
to provide affordable housing as an integral part of new housing for sale projects that lower
income groups will have any representation in the most affluent areas of our cities.

Employment Decentralisation and Social Exclusion
2.72 Land values, in so much as they impact on the movement of manufacturing industry
out of cities, may be argued to impact on the sustainability of urban environments. It has
been argued by some that the decline of manufacturing employment in inner city areas is a
major cause of the substantial pockets of unemployment which are a feature of many cities although it is by no means clear that rising land values are the main reason for declining
manufacturing employment in the major industrial cities.
2.73 In the older industrial cities where population has been tending to decline, the fall in
employment has exceeded the contraction in population. The result has been high
unemployment in older urban areas such as Glasgow, Liverpool and Manchester and a
concentration of unemployment in their public sector housing estates. In some cases this has
been accompanied by the emergence of low demand for housing.
2.74 Although there may be rising service employment in city centres and in new
commercial developments, many are excluded from these new employment opportunities for example male blue-collar workers. Turok and Edge call for a determined effort to
resurrect inner city manufacturing employment in response.
2.75 However not all agree that the loss of manufacturing employment from city centres,
has been responsible for pockets of high unemployment within cities. Morrison an American
academic geographer argues that urban labour markets are not ‘spatially segmented’ but
‘seamless’. Commuting within conurbations means that within broad skill groups
employment opportunities tend to be equalised across the city as a whole. Since above all
else unemployment rates vary by skill level, residential areas with relatively more unskilled
labour will manifest higher unemployment rates. Demand for unskilled labour has decreased
in general so that pockets of unemployment are not a response to the decline in employment
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in a particular locality but the result of the workings of the housing system, which tends to
concentrate those with the least ability to compete in the labour market in particular areas 50.
2.76 In any event, the overall decline in manufacturing employment, which has been a
long-term trend throughout the UK for the last decade or more makes the policy prescription
of Turok and Edge hard to follow. In our view, it is the overall decline in employment
opportunities for those with low skill levels and low educational attainment, combined with
the way the labour and housing markets interact, which are the main factors behind the
pockets of unemployment found in certain low demand housing areas.
2.77 It is possible that some groups will be stranded in low demand but affordable housing
in inner city areas whilst commuting out to work located on the fringes of conurbations.
There is little research on this subject although there is evidence of an increase in outcommuting from areas such as Glasgow51. This has different implications for public
transport needs and car usage than those that arise from commuting into urban centres.

Service Provision for Balanced Communities
2.78 Where residential land values are very high, it may seem likely that local services of
various kinds will be ‘bid out’ of the land market. Concern here is that housing areas may
become more homogeneous and less well provided with services. Yet there is no clear
research evidence on this point. It is observably often the case that areas with the poorest
range and quality of local services are not those of high land value – but low land value
neighbourhoods, where retailers perceive market opportunities to be limited.52
2.79 This is an area where the planning system may have an important role to play,
because without commercial zonings, high land value residential areas might develop with
inadequate land use diversity and thus inadequate local services. However, it has been
argued that current trends in the character of local plans make it unlikely that they will be
sufficiently fine grained to reserve sites for community uses such as GPs, churches, youth
clubs and scout huts. Current pressures are to ensure that local plans are more up to date than
they have been in the past, and this makes it less likely that they will include such detailed
allocations. This is a debatable point however – it is not particularly hard to ensure that
zonings cover existing service uses - the difficulties are rather greater when it comes to
ensuring that space is built into development plans which relate to new development areas.
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CHAPTER THREE

TRENDS IN DEVELOPMENT LAND VALUES

3.1
The broad premise for this study is that land for development has been increasing in
value in recent years. Time series in residential and industrial land values have been based
on data drawn from the biannual Property Market Report compiled by the Valuation Office.
This is the most accessible dataset for land value information. Other sources (Register of
Sasines and Land Value Information Unit, University of Paisley which maintains databases
of Sasines data) have raw datasets on land sales which are not categorised by land use and
thus would require considerable research and analysis to convert them to a useable dataset.
3.2
The Report’s valuations are based on a mixture of fact and opinion and a time series
based on this information reflect general trends rather than definitive movements. From
Autumn 1995, typical land values are included for individual Scottish cities. Information on
Dundee is available from Autumn 1996.
3.3
For industrial land, the authors of the report tend to focus on a stereotype or typical
area, for example Hillington, or East Kilbride, and track values in that locality over time.
Some of these areas lie outside the relevant city boundary, so that a ‘Glasgow’ industrial land
price may in fact be a wider West of Scotland land price. No data is available for sub areas
within cities.

Residential Land Values
3.4
The unit of land on which typical residential land valuations were based in the Report
was changed in spring 1998. Instead of including only a typical value for ‘Sites of Two
Hectares’, typical values are now provided for:
•

Small Sites (sites for five houses or less);

•

Sites for Flats and Maisonettes (not defined); and

•

Bulk Land (sites in excess of two hectares).

3.5
It has been assumed that this latter value equates most closely to the value for ‘Sites
of Two Hectares’ included previously and these two data sets have been used to construct a
time series from 1995. Changes in land classification may explain the timing of shifts in land
values in some cities53.

Scottish Cities: Land Values
3.6

The overall figures for bulk land suggest the following trends (Figure 3.1):
•

53

Edinburgh, Glasgow and Aberdeen have all experienced a rise in residential land
values in recent years.

The small site and flats and maisonette land values in the Autumn 1995 Report seem exceptionally high (see
Figures 3.1 and 3.4). This may be an error in Valuation Office reporting.
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•

Land values increased in Glasgow and Aberdeen from the late 1990s onwards. In
Edinburgh values have been rising from at least 1995.

•

Edinburgh has seen by far the most dramatic increase in land values. Glasgow has
witnessed a steady climb in values whilst the trend in Aberdeen has been flatter
and steadier.

•

Over the same period, land values in Dundee, which has by far the lowest values
at £240,000 per hectare, have not increased at all, and in real terms, have therefore
fallen.

Figure 3.1
Trends in Res idential Bulk Land Values in Scottish Cities , 1995-2001
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Source: Property Market Report, Valuation Office, Spring and Autumn editions 1998-2001

3.7
A time series of the land values for the two other site categories of land from 1998
onwards suggests the following (Figure 3.2, 3.3):
•

The most startling rise in values has been that of sites for flats and maisonettes,
where values in Edinburgh reached £7.5 million per ha in the autumn of 2001.
While prices for land for flats also increased substantially in Glasgow over the
same period, the Edinburgh increase is of a completely different order from that of
the rest of Scotland.

•

There has been less movement in the value of small sites than in the value of bulk
land, but again a significant increase in values has again occurred in Edinburgh.
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•

Trends in the value of small sites follow those of bulk land more closely. While
there has been little or no rise in values in Dundee and Aberdeen, Edinburgh and
Glasgow have witnessed an increase in value - in the case of Edinburgh, a rapid
increase.

Figure 3.2
Trends in Flats and Mais onette Land Values in S cottis h Cities , 1998-2001
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Source: Property Market Report, Valuation Office, Spring and Autumn editions 1998-2001
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Figure 3.3
Trends in Small Sites Land Values in Scottish Cities, 1998-2001
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3.8 The exceptional rises in land values are, in our view, a consequence of Edinburgh’s
economic success, which has stimulated the housing market in a context where development
land is perceived to be in short supply.

Scotland: Land Values
3.9 The figures for Scotland suggest relatively little variation between the trends for
different site types but (Figure 3.4):
•

Land for flats and maisonettes has been consistently the most expensive category of
residential land in Scotland, as would be expected. (current values average just
under £2m per ha) Less expensive have been small sites (currently just under £1m
per ha, and bulk sites which were slightly less expensive still at around £790,000
per ha.

•

All values have increased over time. The value of sites for flats and maisonettes
has risen markedly relative to bulk land sites and small sites. The value of bulk
land has risen slightly relative to the typical value of small sites.
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Figure 3.4
Trends in Residential Land Values in Scotland, 1995-2001
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3.10 In general, values for individual Scottish cities over the last three years reflect
consistent patterns (Figures 3.5-3.8). These are:
•

values for land for the development of flats and maisonettes are highest. The
development appraisals on which housebuilders base their prices clearly lead them
to believe that they can pay much more for sites on which flats can be built.

•

in Aberdeen and Dundee, small site values are lower and values of bulk land are
lower still.

•

In Edinburgh and Glasgow, however, the opposite obtains - typical values of small
sites and bulk land are at a similar level, suggesting a strong demand for bulk
land.

•

in recent years land values have changed little in Aberdeen and Dundee.

•

in Glasgow, site values for land to be used for the development of flats and
maisonettes have risen substantially (108%) and the value of bulk land has also
seen a more modest increase (41%). The increase in value of sites in Edinburgh
for flats and maisonettes is of a completely different order of magnitude however
(+188%) - Edinburgh land values are now three times higher than they were in
1995. Edinburgh is also the only city to have experienced a substantial increase in
the value of small sites (+100%) and in bulk land (62%) over this three year
period.

3.11 The data from the Valuation Office Property Market Report suggest that the
differentials between land prices in Edinburgh and elsewhere in Scotland have widened
substantially since the 1980s, when the Pieda report on land prices was written. Table 3.1
24

shows mean housing land prices in the four Scottish cities and the districts around them in the
1980-1984 period, based on actual observations in the Register of Sasines. Although
Edinburgh land prices were the highest in Scotland at that time, the margin between
Edinburgh land prices and those elsewhere is now substantially greater than it was in 1986.
Table 3.1
Mean Housing Land Prices 1980-84 (1984 prices)
(No. of Transactions in Brackets)
Price/Acre (£)
Glasgow
58,839
(37)
Bearsden & Milngavie
77,210
(2)
Eastwood
56,174
(4)
Renfrew
31,052
(14)
Strathkelvin
39,510
(5)
East Kilbride
37,313
(2)
Cumbernauld
22,785
(2)
Glasgow Area
50,130
Edinburgh
106,249
(68)
East Lothian
22,513
(10)
West Lothian
26,823
(10)
Midlothian
36,455
(2)
Dunfermline
32,026
(3)
Kinross
9,826
(1)
Edinburgh Area
84,011
Aberdeen
83,953
(37)
Gordon
47,293
(16)
Kincardine & Deeside
48,111
(17)
Aberdeen Area
66,870
Dundee
30,881
(11)
Angus
15,139
(1)
Dundee Area
29,569
Source: Pieda, Land Supply and House Prices in Scotland, 1986
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Price/Hectare (£)
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56,268
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90,043
79,104
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37,393
73,037

Figure 3.6
Trends in Residential Land Values in Glasgow, 1998-2001

Figure 3.5
Trends in Residential Land Values in Edinburgh, 1998-2001
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Figure 3.8
Trends in Residential Land Values in Dundee, 1998-2001

Figure 3.7
Trends in Residential Land Values in Aberdeen, 1998-2001
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Source: Property Market Report, Valuation Office, Spring and Autumn editions 1998-2001

Industrial Land Values
3.12 Generally, industrial54 land values are substantially lower than residential values average industrial values are £200,000 per ha and there is much less variation throughout
Scotland, although Aberdeen prices appear consistently higher at around £400,000 per ha.
The figures suggest the following trends (Figure 3.9):
•

Whilst residential land values in Scottish cities have either remained stable or
increased, trends in industrial land values have been much less consistent – in
some years they have fallen.

•

Aberdeen has the highest land values – followed by Edinburgh, Glasgow and
Dundee. Again, Dundee’s land values are well below the Scottish average, at
under £150,000 per hectare.

•

Aberdeen, Glasgow and Dundee all experienced a drop in industrial land values
during 1997. Values in Dundee remained at a low level whilst those in Glasgow
have gradually increased. Aberdeen saw a more rapid rise from 1998 onwards.

•

Industrial land values in Edinburgh have remained stable after a slight increase in
1997 – they do not in any way match the trends in residential land prices.

Figure 3.9
Trends in Industrial Land Values in Scottish Cities, 1995-2001
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Source: Property Market Report, Valuation Office, Spring and Autumn editions 1995-2001

54

Industrial land is based on valuations in 10 localities in Scotland with consent for Class 4 Use.
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Scottish and UK Land Values
3.13 Residential land value has risen much more than industrial land in most cities (Figures
3.10-3.13). Trends in land values vary enormously throughout Scotland so that in Edinburgh,
for example, there is now a huge divergence between residential and industrial values.
3.14 How do Scottish land value trends compare with those elsewhere in the UK? Data
from the most recent Property Market Report was used for comparison (Figures 3.14-3.17).
3.15

The figures suggest the following :
•

Residential land values are relatively high in Edinburgh but not in other Scottish
cities. Values in Edinburgh are high even relative to the East and South East.
Those in Glasgow and Aberdeen are equivalent to those in the North of England
and the Midlands. Dundee has land values which are relatively low compared to
all regions of the UK.

•

Industrial land values in Scotland are relatively low. Values in Aberdeen – the
highest in Scotland - are similar to those in mid range English cities such as
Peterborough and Harrogate. Glasgow and Dundee have very low values
equivalent to those in towns including St. Austell, Newcastle and Sunderland.

•

The value of land for flats and maisonettes is particularly high in all Scottish
cities. In Glasgow and Aberdeen, for example, the value of small sites and bulk
land is similar to those experienced in the North of England but land for flats and
maisonettes is equivalent in price to similar plots in the East and South East.
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Figure 3.11
Residential and Industrial Land Values in Glasgow, 1995-2001
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Figure 3.13
Residential and Industrial Land Values in Dundee, 1995-2001
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Figure 3.12
Residential and Industrial Land Values in Aberdeen, 1995-2001
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Residential and Industrial Land Values in Edinburgh, 1995-2001
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Source: Property Market Report, Valuation Office, Spring and Autumn editions 1995-2001

Figure 3.15
The Value of Bulk Land in the UK, Spring 2001
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The Value of Small Site Land in the UK, Spring 2001
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Figure 3.16
Value of land for the development of flats and maisonettes in the
UK, Spring 2001

Figure 3.17
Typical Industrial Land Values in the UK, Spring 2001
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Source: Property Market Report, Valuation Office, Spring and Autumn editions 1998-2001

CHAPTER FOUR

TRENDS IN THE LOCATION OF
EMPLOYMENT

4.1 It has been argued that a possible detrimental impact of rising residential land values –
as in Edinburgh – may be the relocation of employment sites (particularly employment uses
where an intensification of site use may not be possible, such as manufacturing) to lower
value areas. If this hypothesis is correct, employment – especially manufacturing
employment – should be decreasing in cities with strongly increasing residential land prices,
and increasing in the lower value surrounding areas.
4.2 This is not been an easy hypothesis to explore, as employment data tends to become
available only after a substantial time lag – for instance at the time of writing (Feb 2002), the
Annual Business Inquiry55 data for 2000 has only just been published, so that it has not been
possible to review the most recent trends in employment. As the steepest increases in
residential land values occurred from 1999 onwards, this is a potential problem.
4.3 Nothwithstanding these difficulties, trends in the location of employment were
explored through analysis of employment in different sectors in cities and their surrounding
areas. Material from the Annual Business Inquiry (ABI) sourced through NOMIS provided a
time series from 1995 to 200056, the most recent year for which employment is currently
available. Tables 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 show employment change in cities and areas around cities
over the 1995-2000 time period.

Total Employment
4.4 Total employment figures suggest that some cities may be seeing a decline in
employment relative to their surrounding areas (Table 4.1, Figures 4.1-4.4). In Aberdeen and
Dundee there has been a decline in total employment. In Dundee, for example, total
employment has shrunk by 6% over the 1995 – 2000 time period whilst in Perthshire and
Kinross it expanded by 24%.
4.5 In Glasgow and Edinburgh there has been substantial employment growth. In
Edinburgh, employment increased by 7% - by over 23,000 jobs - and there has been even
sharper growth in employment in surrounding areas such as West Lothian where total
employment has expanded by 14,000 jobs, a 26% expansion over the period. Employment in
Glasgow has grown by 34,000 jobs or 10% over the period, and some of the areas around
Glasgow such as North and South Lanarkshire have also seen employment levels rise but
other old industrial areas such as Renfrew and West Dunbartonshire have seen a substantial
decline.

55
56

the only reliable source of local employment data
we have some concerns about potential discontinuities in this data, as the scale of increase in the most recent
year is very marked indeed. We are currently exploring this issue with the ABI.
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Area
Aberdeen City
Aberdeenshire
Dundee City
Perthshire & Kinross
Angus
Edinburgh, City of
Fife
West Lothian
Midlothian
East Lothian
Glasgow City
North Lanarkshire
South Lanarkshire
East Renfrewshire
Renfrewshire
West Dunbartonshire
East Dunbartonshire
Scotland
Great Britain

Table 4.1
Change in Total Employment Level, 1995-2000
Absolute Change
Percentage Change
-2,576
-1.5
10,274
14.7
-4,202
-5.6
10,944
23.8
6,866
22.3
23,215
8.6
11,844
10.2
13,973
26.0
3,839
20.0
3,994
18.9
34,303
10.3
6,206
6.1
13,609
13.6
1,214
7.8
-4,095
-4.9
-4,406
-13.3
3,093
13.5
126,736
5.69
2,411,701
9.59
Source: Annual Business Enquiry, NOMIS
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Figure 4.1
Trends in Total Employment in Edinburgh and Surrounding Areas,
1995-2000

Figure 4.2
Trends in Total Employment in Glasgow and Surrounding Areas,
1995-2000
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Figure 4.3
Trends in Total Employment in Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire,
1995-2000

Figure 4.4
Trends in Total Employment in Dundee and Surrounding Areas,
1995-2000
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Source: Annual Business Inquiry, NOMIS

Manufacturing Employment
4.6 There is some evidence of manufacturing employment declining in cities and rising in
the surrounding hinterland (Table 4.2, Figures 4.5-4.8), but the pattern is not entirely clear or
consistent. (The long-term national trend is toward a decline in manufacturing employment,
so it is perhaps not surprising that many edge of city districts are also losing manufacturing
employment.)
4.7 The clearest example of this pattern is in Aberdeen City. Manufacturing employment
has contracted by 17% whilst it has risen by 14% in Aberdeenshire – but elsewhere patterns
are less clear. Dundee gained slightly in manufacturing employment over the period. In
Glasgow, the city has lost manufacturing employment but there has been less consistency in
employment gain in surrounding districts – most have lost employment whilst some have
gained. There has been a rise in employment in South Lanarkshire and Renfrewshire, for
example, whilst North Lanarkshire experienced declining manufacturing employment. In
Edinburgh, there has been a decline in manufacturing employment but only West Lothian and
Fife experienced an expansion of manufacturing employment.
Table 4.2
Change in the level of Manufacturing Employment, 1995-2000
Area
Absolute Change
Percentage Change
Aberdeen City
-3,155
-17.5
Aberdeenshire
1,617
14.5
Dundee City
486
4.6
Perthshire & Kinross
529
13.4
Angus
1,632
26.4
Edinburgh, City of
-3,433
-14.3
Fife
2,421
9.6
West Lothian
3,726
26.0
Midlothian
-302
-8.5
East Lothian
-458
-13.9
Glasgow City
-4,596
-13.3
North Lanarkshire
-5,585
-23.0
South Lanarkshire
1,065
4.6
East Renfrewshire
-370
-20.7
Renfrewshire
1,001
7.2
West Dunbartonshire
-1,472
-26.7
East Dunbartonshire
646
29.4
Scotland
-16,492
-5.45
Great Britain
-194,626
-5.12
Source: Annual Business Enquiry, NOMIS
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Figure 4.5
Trends in Manufacturing Employment in Edinburgh and Surrounding
Areas, 1995-2000
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Figure 4.6
Trends in Manufacturing Employment in Glasgow and Surrounding
Areas, 1995-2000
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Figure 4.7
Trends in Manufacturing Employment in Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire,
1995-2000

Figure 4.8
Trends in Manufacturing Employment in Dundee and Surrounding
Areas, 1995-2000
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Source: Annual Business Inquiry, NOMIS

Services Employment
4.8 Employment in services has expanded sharply in the two major cities and in Aberdeen.
Over the 1995-2000 period, service employment in Dundee has fallen, although there has
been a modest rise in the last year. Some adjoining districts – West Lothian and North
Lanarkshire – have seen service employment increase (Table 4.4 and Figures 4.9-4.12).

Area
Aberdeen City
Aberdeenshire
Dundee City
Perthshire & Kinross
Angus
Edinburgh, City of
Fife
West Lothian
Midlothian
East Lothian
Glasgow City
North Lanarkshire
South Lanarkshire
East Renfrewshire
Renfrewshire
West Dunbartonshire
East Dunbartonshire
Scotland
Great Britain

Table 4.4
Change in Services Employment, 1995-2000
Absolute Change
Percentage Change
3475
2.8
1561
3.1
-2936
-5.0
8296
21.9
3045
13.5
29327
12.7
8711
10.7
8194
23.0
2668
19.3
3342
22.4
36585
13.2
10764
15.6
11700
17.5
1247
10.1
-5394
-8.5
-3042
-12.4
2733
14.9
145,843
8.48
2,479,810
12.53
Source: Annual Business Enquiry, NOMIS
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Figure 4.10
Trends in Services Employment in Glasgow and Surrounding Areas,
1995-2000

Figure 4.9
Trends in Services Employment in Edinburgh and Surrounding Areas,
1995-2000
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Figure 4.11
Trends in Services Employment in Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire, 19952000
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Trends in Services Employment in Dundee and Surrounding Areas, 19952000
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Financial Services
4.9
The evidence suggests that Scotland’s two largest cities have seen an expansion in
financial services employment. Elsewhere, there is no consistent pattern.

Area
Aberdeen City
Aberdeenshire
Dundee City
Perthshire & Kinross
Angus
Edinburgh, City of
Fife
West Lothian
Midlothian
East Lothian
Glasgow City
North Lanarkshire
South Lanarkshire
East Renfrewshire
Renfrewshire
West Dunbartonshire
East Dunbartonshire
Scotland
Great Britain

Table 4.5
Change in Financial Services Employment, 1995-2000
Absolute Change
Percentage Change
3,016
8.1
697
7.8
-988
-11.2
1,122
18.0
358
13.9
18,168
25.7
1,484
11.4
1,054
14.4
838
49.9
-20
-0.8
16,908
23.8
4,564
45.9
2,326
24.2
307
11.9
-2,893
-23.1
-1,300
-29.1
2,112
63.7
52,330
13.96
917,455
18.53
Source: Annual Business Enquiry, NOMIS

Conclusions
4.10 There is some evidence that manufacturing employment is being driven out of cities,
but factors other than land values are also at play. Many manufacturers look for sites that
will allow 24 hour access, and so are not too close to residential areas, good access to
motorways, primary roads and sites with sizeable parking and loading areas – attributes
which can often only be found on the edge of urban areas57. However, this contraction in
manufacturing employment is counterbalanced by growth in service employment in sectors
such as financial services in city centres.

57

GVA Grimley and Business Strategies Ltd, Manufacturing and Residential Land Allocation – A Deepening
Mismatch?, February 2002
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Figure 4.13
Trends in Financial Services Employment in Edinburgh and Surrounding
Areas, 1995-2000

Figure 4.14
Trends in Financial Services in Glasgow and Surrounding Areas, 19952000
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Source: Annual Business Inquiry, NOMIS

Land Values and Employment Trends
4.11 The nature of the land values data make it inappropriate to consider further statistical
manipulation of the data. In an effort to compare trends in the two data sets indices were
produced and assessed. They are set out in Appendix 1.
4.12

Although these revealed relatively little, the following could be concluded:
•

No clear relationship emerges between land values and employment trends in the
four cities. The localised nature of patterns suggests a number of factors at work
influencing the future of cities.

•

Where land values are lower there is little evidence that manufacturing
employment has risen in response, although Dundee has seen some modest growth
in manufacturing employment.

•

There is some evidence of changing land use. In Glasgow, residential land values
and employment in financial services have risen in tandem, perhaps reflecting the
rise of a more service-based economy.

•

These indices reveal the dramatic increase in residential land values, particularly
in Edinburgh but also to a lesser extend in Glasgow, in recent years, but
accompanied by employment growth rather than employment loss.
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CHAPTER FIVE

FUTURE TRENDS IN LAND VALUES

5.1
Future land values will depend on trends in the Scottish property market – which are
closely related to the fortunes of the wider economy. The Scottish economy is a relatively
open and integrated one whose fortunes are closely tied to that of the UK - itself operating
within a global context.

THE SCOTTISH ECONOMY
5.2
Concern grew from summer 2001 in response to mixed indications of the economic
prospects of the world economy. Output growth rates have continued to be revised in a
negative fashion in the wake of the terrorist attacks in the US and further signs of a sustained
economic downturn. The forecast for growth in world output in 2002 by the IMF was
reduced from 3.5%, predicted in September 2001, to 2.4%, predicted in January 200258.
Nevertheless, although developments have been sufficiently serious to prompt the easing of
monetary policy, recovery is predicted for 2002. The UK economy has suffered a contraction
in growth but has so far avoided the worse of the downturn. The October 2001 edition of the
National Institute Economic Review states that ‘although…..growth rates are below trend,
they will make Britain the fastest growing economy in the G7 countries’59. Recent updated
forecasts have done nothing to alter this conclusion60.
5.3
Although the Scottish economy has experienced steady growth from the early 1990s,
forecasts for 2001 and 2002 have tended to be revised downward over the period. Generally
forecasts for Scotland have been below those for the UK. This prompted the Fraser of
Allander Institute to reduce its forecast of 2001 growth from 2% made in January 2001 to
0.9% just before the terrorist attacks in September 200161. Forecasts for 2001 remained
unchanged although predicted growth in GDP for 2002 was reduced from 1.4% to 1.2%62.
5.4
In the four quarters to the end of June 2001, GDP in Scotland rose by just 1.1%
against a 2.9% rise in the UK. The prospects for the electronics sector have declined in
response to the global slump. Silicon Glen has seen a loss of 3,500 jobs in the last year due
to cuts at Motorola, Compaq and NEC as well as the collapse of some companies such as
Atlantic Telecom. The tourist industry and related service sectors have also suffered –
largely due to the impact of the foot and mouth crisis. VisitScotland figures suggest the
recent outbreak has caused a loss to the tourist industry of £150 million63.
5.5
Labour market indicators suggest signs of emerging weakness albeit from a strong
position achieved in mid 2001. For example, the LFS showed that although total
employment increased over the year to July-September 2001, employment fell by 15,000
over the most recent quarter. Furthermore, ILO unemployment in Scotland rose by 6.7%
over the quarter to July - September 2001. Claimant counts do not show such fluctuations
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‘The Impact of the Terrorist Attacks on the Scottish Economy’, Scottish Executive, 24 January 2002, pp. 6
National Institute Economic Review, niesr, pp.3
60
‘The Impact of the Terrorist Attacks’, pp. 7
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Goudie, pp. 5
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‘The Impact of the Terrorist Attacks’, pp. 11
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The Express, Oct 22, ‘Scots firm choice after attack’
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although a decrease in the number of outflows similarly suggests weakening in the labour
market64.
5.6
Confidence amongst business leaders in industrial sectors declined over the course of
2001 and remains relatively pessimistic for the first half of 200265 despite strong retail sales.

Impact of Recent International Events
5.7
Uncertainty about the nature of the economic downturn and future economic trends
was exacerbated by the impact of the terrorist attacks in America on the world economy.
Although the Scottish economy has proved itself more vulnerable to the global economic
downturn than the UK, both economies have been well placed to avoid the worst of adverse
change.
5.8
Nonetheless, some sectors of the Scottish economy have been particularly affected by
recent events:
•

Tourism: Although the scale of the problem is as yet unknown, the terrorist
attacks are likely to have led to a reduction in the number of overseas visitors to
the UK. Loss in overseas visitors has exacerbated the problems of an industry still
reeling from the impact of foot and mouth. The degree to which any loss in
numbers of overseas tourists has been compensated by a boost in domestic visitors
and business conferences to Scotland is unknown. VisitScotland has estimated a
loss of £54m from overseas tourist expenditure in Scotland yet £40m of this may
be offset by an increase in expenditure by domestic visitors who would otherwise
have gone overseas66.

•

Aviation: Long-term difficulties on the part of airlines have been exacerbated by
the fall in global demand for air travel, resulting in job losses at companies such as
British Airways, bmi and KLM. Existing services have been cut and potential
new flight paths, such as the proposed Edinburgh to US route, have been placed in
jeopardy67. This could have further adverse effects on tourism and inward
investment.
Nonetheless, budget airlines which are heavy users of Scottish airports have
continued to prosper, boosting traffic at Scottish sites68. Total passenger numbers
at Edinburgh, Glasgow and Aberdeen increased by 6.8% in the year to November
200169.

•

Electronics: Any recovery is likely to be pushed back into 2003/2004. Motorola,
the troubled mobile phone company with a significant presence in Scotland, has
stated that the attacks cast doubt on a future improvement in trading70.

64

Scottish Economic Report, Scottish Executive, January 2002, pp.55
‘The Impact of the Terrorist Attacks’, pp. 10; Goudie, pp.9
66
ibid, pp. 11
67
Evening News, Union chiefs in talks’, 20 October 2001
68
The Scotsman, ‘Air Passengers Increase’, 12 October 2001
69
‘The Impact of the Terrorist Attacks’, pp. 13
70
Scottish Daily Record, ‘Axe Hangs Over Motorola’, 11 October 2001
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•

Financial Sector: This sector appears to have been well placed to withstand the
broader economic impact and financial markets have quickly recovered. Any job
losses have been part of a long-term trend of rationalisation within the industry.

5.9
After a period of general slowdown interrupted by a sharp shock to the global
economy, signs for the future are cautiously optimistic. There are tentative signs of recovery
in the global and UK economy and these are shared to some extent by Scotland. Scottish
Development International, for example, has noted a revival in interest in foreign direct
investment from the US71. Although Scotland has been more vulnerable to global
fluctuations than the UK, fall out from the slowdown and terrorist attacks has been limited by
factors such as the continuing strength of consumer demand. Nonetheless, the timing of
future recovery remains unclear, some sectors of the Scottish economy are continuing to
perform poorly and some of the drivers of growth, such as sustained consumer spending,
contain inherent risks.

PROPERTY MARKETS
5.10 One of the clearest indications of change in the property market is fluctuation in house
prices. Recent figures released by the Halifax and Nationwide building societies show that
house prices in the UK have continued to rise. Halifax figures show a rise of 3.6% in the first
quarter of 2002, and an 8.3% rise over 12 months72. A relatively stable economy, high takehome earnings and low rates on mortgages have encouraged buyers (perhaps disillusioned
with other forms of investment) into the market. House prices in Scotland have followed the
UK trend albeit at a more subdued rate. Prices rose by 4% in 2001 compared to 10% for the
UK73. However, Edinburgh shows a completely different trend – it is described in the Bank
of Scotland House Price Index74 report as one of the UK’s property hotspots, with a 32% rise
in house prices over the past year.
5.11 Although house prices are forecast to continue to rise in 2002, most commentators
predict that a possible increase in interest rates and a rise in unemployment may lead to a
slowdown in the upward trend in both UK and Scottish house prices in the later half of 2002.
Southern regions of England are likely to suffer the worst of this decline, bringing house
price inflation in Scotland closer in line with that of the UK75. Continuing disparity between
the Scottish and UK economies will act to offset this development.
5.12 House prices have not risen consistently across Scotland. In Edinburgh and its
surroundings, for example, increases in house prices have varied considerably. Figures
compiled by the Edinburgh Solicitors Property Centre show that the value of Edinburgh
property in January 2002 had risen by 12% compared to the same period last year. East
Lothian property had risen in price by 15%, Midlothian property by 10%, Fife property by
15% and West Lothian property by only 1%76.
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5.13 Such variation is bound to be reflected in future land values yet in general values in
high demand areas are predicted to continue to rise whilst those in areas of low demand are
likely to stagnate, increasing the disparity between areas. The increase in residential land
values in Edinburgh and Glasgow and stagnation in values in Aberdeen and Dundee reported
by the Valuation Office in recent Property Market Reports is likely to continue77.
5.14 Housebuilders also identified Edinburgh and Glasgow land values as being the most
likely to continue to increase, although at less of a dramatic rate than in previous years. The
supply of suitable brownfield sites in Edinburgh is likely to be constrained although
concerted efforts by Edinburgh Council to release more land and in particular a number of
large development sites has the potential to relieve demand pressures.
5.15 A further consideration is the impact on land prices of the affordable housing
requirements by the City of Edinburgh Council – the most recent Property Market Report
states ‘there is some evidence of developers revising their proposals to accommodate this
policy but the effect on land values remains to be seen’. Concerted efforts to encourage
development in Glasgow City and continuing growth in some sectors will lead to a subdued
growth in values. A steady rate of development in Aberdeen is likely to encourage stable
land values. Residential land values in Dundee will also remain stable - fuelled by adequate
supply and demand for both greenfield and, for the present, brownfield sites78.
5.16 Whether values will rise in the areas surrounding Scottish cities is difficult to
determine. FPDSavills greenfield building land price index suggest values increased in 2001
but to a lesser degree than in 2000. The rate of growth in values has fallen more considerably
than in other areas in the UK79. Yet as dissaggregation of house price inflation shows, in
areas surrounding Edinburgh and Glasgow, demand for property is high and housebuilders
are keen to build. The Autumn 2001 Property Market Report states that ‘around Edinburgh
there has been substantial increase in land prices on the back of the buoyant housing market
in the city’ and predicts that demand will remain strong80. A shortage of brownfield sites in
Edinburgh is fuelling this demand 81. Data supplied by West Lothian Council suggests that
land disposed of by West Lothian Council has increased in value substantially over the
period, but remains much lower than in Edinburgh. The extent to which land values are
likely to rise will depend partly on the desire of local authorities to release land, and the pace
of release.

MIGRATION AND POPULATION CHANGE
5.17 Land prices are of course determined by the interaction of supply and demand. The
supply position is essentially in the hands of planning authorities and is not easily to
predicted in summary. The factors which underlie demand are economic growth, population
and household growth, and it is clear that the substantial variation throughout Scotland since
1991 is projected to continue.
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5.18 The Eastern Scotland NUTS region82 had the highest net in-migration rate in Western
Europe between 1995 and 1999 - its crude rate of net in-migration exceeded that of Flevoland
in Holland (34), and Surrey, East and West Sussex (23). Its rate of natural increase is less
than many other comparable regions, however, so that in terms of net population growth,
Eastern Scotland comes high in the European league table at 3.68 per 1000 population, but
behind Berks, Bucks and Oxfordshire (5.14), East Anglia (4.38), Surrey, East and West
Sussex (4.12) and Bedfordshire and Herts (3.78).
5.19 Within Eastern Scotland there has, however, been considerable variation. As Figure
5.1 shows, Edinburgh and the Lothians have experienced substantial in-migration, largely
related to migration trends, whereas Dundee has suffered considerable losses.

Figure 5.1
Population: Total, Migration and Natural Change - Cities and Adjoining
Districts
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5.20 The population and household projections are an indication of what might happen if
past trends were to continue into the future The projections suggest that West Lothian will be
the fastest growing district in Scotland and Dundee the slowest.
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Table 5.1
Population Change and Projected Population and Household Growth
Area
% Population Change % Population Change
% Change in
since 1991
to 2016
Households 1998-2012
0
12
-1
Scotland
-2
7
-7
Aberdeen City
16
3
5
Aberdeenshire
-1
-13
-9
Dundee
9
-2
1
Angus
14
6
5
Perthshire and Kinross
17
4
3
Edinburgh
19
9
7
East Lothian
13
4
1
Midlothian
24
12
7
West Lothian
12
0
0
Fife
13
-3
-3
Glasgow City
17
7
4
East Renfrewshire
10
-2
0
Renfrewshire
9
-2
-1
East Dunbartonshire
7
-6
-4
West Dunbartonshire
12
-1
-1
North Lanarkshire
11
-2
0
South Lanarkshire
Source: Scottish Executive; Census 1991, 2001; Scottish Executive Statistical Bulletin HSG/2000/4

5.21 Industrial land values are unlikely to increase as residential land values have done.
Although one industrial developer argued for the release of more land, it was generally
acknowledged that current supply was probably adequate and increase in demand was
unlikely to be strong83 except in limited areas of shortage. Recent industrial developments
and vacant floor space created by casualties of the economic slowdown have increased
supply whilst uncertainties have reduced demand84. An indication of slowdown in the market
is reflected in the expectation of a levelling out of rents for industrial properties.
5.22 Demands of modern industry and high land values have channelled the majority of
industrial development to out of centre locations. The industrial developers interviewed were
all looking to develop on out of town locations85. Development in Edinburgh, for example, is
most active around Newbridge and Junction 4 of the M8. If industrial land values are to
increase it will be for well placed sites in out of town locations or in surrounding new towns
such as Cumbernauld and Livingston86. There have been some indications that additional
land allocations for industry are needed in West Lothian.
5.23 Indications from the office market show a continuing belief amongst developers in
Edinburgh and Glasgow that demand for space in city centres and in edge of town locations
will remain high. Sites in Tollcross, Fountainbridge and increasingly Calton Gate remain
sought after. Confidence in demand in Glasgow is reflected in development of projects such
as Central Quay and the refurbishment of edge of town property Merlin House87.
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5.24 In areas of high demand, such as Edinburgh, Glasgow and to a lesser extent
Aberdeen, values for residential land will continue to increase. Increases are likely to be
most dramatic in popular central city locations, where supply is finite, although values will
continue to rise in surrounding areas. The value of land for office development is also likely
to rise, partly as a result of competition with residential developers. Values of land in low
demand areas are unlikely to increase and will be adversely affected if consumer confidence
falters and the structural weaknesses of the Scottish economy continue.

Conclusion
5.25 Although the Scottish economy has not suffered unduly in the recent economic
downturn and there are tentative signs of recovery, the ‘two speed’ nature of the economy has
resulted in certain sectors and areas coming under increasing strain. Such trends are likely to
exacerbate previous trends in land values – values for land for residential and office
developments will continue to increase at a faster pace than industrial land values.
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CHAPTER SIX

CASE STUDIES

INTRODUCTION
6.1
The objective of the case studies was to look at development trends and land use
succession in sub areas of Scottish cities which are subject to different market trends and
pressures. We selected four case study areas. Two are in areas with high demand and high
land values (West Edinburgh and Central Aberdeen) and two in lower demand, lower land
value areas in (the Gorbals and Glasgow Green areas in Glasgow, and the Stobswell/Baxter
Park area of Dundee.
6.2
We assessed land use change in these areas on the basis of site inspection, discussions
with local authorities and housing associations, planning and development control
information, and inspection of old maps. We obtained valuation data for key sites within the
case study areas, but have not included it in this report for reasons of commercial
confidentiality.

EDINBURGH: INNER WEST
6.3
The area we considered is shown in Figure 6.1. It is an area which centres on the
main Glasgow-Edinburgh railway line, bounded by the Glasgow Road on one side and by
Dalry Road on the other. In the 19th century much of this area, which is transacted by the
main Edinburgh – Glasgow and Edinburgh - Carstairs railway lines, had been mixed
industrial area, with workers’ housing close by in the Gorgie - Dalry residential area. In this
it was typical of many 19th century industrial areas, where the industrial labour force tended
to be housed in close proximity to employment sites.
6.4
The area appears to have changed relatively little until the 1960s, when the housing
association movement became involved in tenement rehabilitation, a process which was also
supported by the City Council, who drove forward the renovation of privately owned
tenements by serving statutory notices and giving repair and improvement grants.
6.5
Up till the 80s, although there were releases of industrial sites, they tended to be small
in scale, and any sites which did become available – such as the sites at Sutherland Street
(E1), Duff Street and Downfield Place (E2), were acquired by the then SSHA or the local
housing association, Gorgie - Dalry Housing Association (now Canmore Housing
Association), who were available to acquire sites at relatively low cost – indeed until quite
recently, Canmore were able to acquire sites at a land value generally less than £10,000 per
housing unit. The Canmore sites in Duff Street had been occupied by a whisky bond, by
joiners and by small-scale engineering works.
6.6
In the 1970s and 1980s, the Gorgie-Dalry area was regarded as a priority area for
urban renewal by the then SDA, who funded a number of environmental improvement
projects – tree planting, stone cleaning, painting of railway bridges, etc. By the 1990s,
however, housing rehabilitation was largely complete and there was evidence of increasing
gentrification. Office workers came to appreciate the area’s proximity to the West End and
the possibility of walking to work and bought flats in the area.
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6.7
In the late 1990s however a new trend became apparent. As certain large industrial
sites – such as the 2 ha Usher brewery site at Roseburn (E3), acquired by Bryant – were
released, they were acquired by housebuilders, apparently undeterred by the proximity of
railway lines and some remaining business/industrial uses. The trend developed a
momentum, and more and more industrial/service sites were converted from business to
housing use – for example, again at Roseburn, the former 1.8 ha Lex garage was acquired by
Cala (E4), the chrome works in Duff Street (E5) was acquired by a housebuilder and the huge
former Caledonian distillery site beside the main railway line at Haymarket, which is
currently being developed by Manor Kingdom and Persimmon for upper market flats (E6).
6.8
Railway land was also released – in particular the fairly extensive areas of sidings on
the North side of the Glasgow – Edinburgh railway line close to Haymarket, which were
developed for offices and also at Balbirnie Place (E7), for housing.
6.9
Housing associations now find it difficult to compete in this market – Communities
Scotland finds it difficult to meet its Value for Money targets where land values start to rise
above a certain figure and on many of these sites, the District Valuer’s price for the site may
result in a land cost of £20 - £25, 000 per unit. The view of Communities Scotland is that the
overall economics of projects become problematic when land values rise above about
£12,000 per unit.
6.10 Associations like Canmore have found themselves forced in this market to consider
sites which they would formerly have rejected – sites with generally poorer environmental
conditions. The supply of sites has not dried up totally, however – a new development is
about to proceed on a site which was occupied by service garages on Duff Street Lane (E8) –
but the choice and availability of sites has been very limited indeed.
6.11 In the past, developers were often willing to sell off part of a larger site in this area to
a housing association, particularly if there was a part of the site which they viewed as less
attractive – this was how Canmore acquired various sites in Roseburn and the recently
developed site on Gorgie Road itself (E9). Increasingly however, developers are less
interested in that route, taking the view that the market is generally strong enough to allow
them to sell as many units as they can build on the site.
6.12 Further out to the West, a very large scale site (2.85 ha) between Robertson Avenue
and Stewart Street (E10) formerly occupied by Ferranti, has been developed by Teague with
new build flats, and a conversion to housing of the existing Victorian building on Robertson
Avenue. So strong apparently is the market for flats in this sector of the city that it was not
only industrial users who relinquished their sites - a 1960s office building on the Glasgow
Road (E11) was acquired in the late 1990s by McCarthy and Stone, who demolished the
office block and built a flatted development of sheltered housing on the site. Close by,
Elphinstone Retirement Homes acquired a 0.25 ha site in Roseburn Terrace, which had
previously been occupied by a garage/car show room.
6.13 Virtually all the new developments have been flatted developments of at least four
storeys – the Bryant development rises to six stories on part of the site. There has therefore
been a substantial rise in the residential density of this area. The area is however relatively
well served by parades of shops and other facilities on Dalry Road and also at Roseburn, and
there has been no loss of local services as a result of the new developments.
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6.14 What is perhaps less satisfactory however is the open space provision associated with
the new developments. Where the best of the Victorian developments in the locality had
some public open space – for example at Harrison Park and Murieston Gardens – virtually
none of these developments provide any worthwhile open space for residents. The
characteristic pattern is one of developments built round large-scale car parking courts, with
landscaped space restricted to narrow beds of robust ankle – height shrubs and a modest
amount of tree planting.
6.15 If there is any grass – and often there is not - there is generally insufficient space for
sitting out or for children’s play. In only one of the developments – the Robertson Avenue
development – is any provision made for children’s play, and the visual quality of that play
space and its equipment leaves much to be desired.
6.16 While this ‘windfall’ housing has without doubt contributed positively to meeting
Edinburgh’s housing needs, its essentially opportunistic nature has meant that the overall
design quality of the new development is at best undistinguished and at worst, inept. In most
cases, no worthwhile public space has been created, although in total some 15 or more
hectares of land have been developed for housing, much of it at very high density. Net
residential densities on the sites have exceeded well over 100 units per hectare in most
instances.
6.17 In this area, land values have risen sharply. Small sites acquired by Canmore in Duff
Street in 1997 sold for just under £300,000 per ha, with the larger Bryant and Cala sites
selling for just under £2 million per hectare in 1995. By the late 90s, the Caledonian
Distillery sites were selling at over £3 million per ha, and the most recent large site to come
on the market changed hands at over £7.8 million per ha. These values have been achieved
even although these sites are brownfield sites, which require demolition, the removal of old
foundations, and in some cases a degree of land remediation.
6.18 To what extent has the retreat of industrial and business uses in this area been
stimulated by the desire to impact favourably on the business’s balance sheet by realising an
asset at these much higher residential values, and to what extent were the industrial
relocations driven by business change and the desire to be in more accessible locations? It is
difficult to generalise on this point – there will be examples of each – and any information on
this point is necessarily anecdotal.
6.19 A further factor is of course the long-term secular trend of a decline in manufacturing
industry. Employment in manufacturing industry has been contracting in Edinburgh as
elsewhere. Assuming that floorspace per employee ratios do not shift upward radically, one
would expect manufacturing industry to be releasing land. Indeed, given that the trend away
from manufacturing employment is projected to increase, it would be reasonable to assume
that manufacturing sites will continue to be released in cities like Edinburgh over the next
five to ten years.
6.20 What is clear in all of this is that in this part of Edinburgh – and indeed in many other
parts of Edinburgh - the market for land is so strong and ‘clears’ so effectively, that there is
no such thing as ‘brownfield land’ – as soon as it becomes clear that a site is being vacated, it
is immediately taken up by the housebuilders, and there is a seamless transition from the
previous use to the demolition contractors and the construction of the new development. The
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process of land use succession is vigorous. This is in strong contrast with the land market in
parts of Glasgow, where sites have stood undeveloped for decades.
6.21 A final and only partly related point has been made to us about this part of Edinburgh.
The strength of the market in this area – largely related to its close proximity to the West
End, has resulted in what were originally poor quality, small traditional tenement flats
acquiring considerable value. In some cases, the value of each tenement close may be almost
£1 million per close.
6.22 These properties were originally included as properties to be demolished in the
original Abercrombie City Plan, but they were renovated with extensive grant aid and the
assistance of the housing association movement in the 1960s. When they next need
expenditure on their common parts, it is very unlikely that grant aid will be available. It
could be very difficult to secure the repairs needed in areas like this where values are high but
owners may have very little equity in the property, and yet clearance would be a very
expensive option.

GLASGOW: GORBALS AND GLASGOW GREEN
6.23 The area under consideration is shown in Figure 6.2. It includes two major areas of
planned redevelopment on the north and south sides of the river - Crown Street (G1) and
St Andrew’s Square (G2). Both projects had their origins in major urban renewal schemes
supported by the former Scottish Development Agency, who in the 1980s were heavily
involved in urban renewal projects in Glasgow’s inner city. Throughout the 1990s, GDA and
its successor Scottish Enterprise Glasgow sought to play a major role in the renewal of the
inner city, with their attention focused on flagship schemes such as Crown Street and
St Andrew’s Square. Both sites were acquired by the former SDA, who developed a
masterplan for each site.
6.24 Both developments were intended to be predominantly housing for sale. In the case
of both Crown Street and St Andrew’s Square, there was a substantial gap between the sales
values which could be achieved on site and the costs of development. At the time they were
developed, the sales values were not sufficient to meet the costs of the schemes, which
included site preparation of previously developed sites, and in the case of Crown Street in
particular, a level of specification which exceeded that which the private sector would
otherwise have provided.
6.25 The development appraisals which were prepared for these projects in the 1990s make
it clear that it was highly unlikely that mainstream housing for sale would have been viable
on either of these sites. This was an area where both land and housing markets were severely
depressed, and demand was very low. Both developments were supported by gap funding
subsidies of various types, including the Scottish Homes GRO grant scheme for owner
occupation and the Scottish Enterprise Glasgow Brownfield Sites for Housing Programme.
6.26 Over the same time period, immediately to the east of the Crown Street project, the
New Gorbals Housing Association has developed a number of sites in Moffatt Street/ McNeil
Street for rent and shared ownership (G3), supported by HAG and the BSHI programme.
The most recent development in the area is the Crudens development at Ballater/McNeill
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Street (G4), and two further developments are proposed at Oatlands (G5) and a second phase
of Homes for the Future.(G6)

Crown Street
6.27 Much of the Crown Street site had formerly been developed – or indeed redeveloped
– for public sector housing in the 1960s, but that housing had proved unpopular and
unsatisfactory, and by the 1980s had high vacancy levels. The stimulus for the specific
proposals for Crown Street was a determination to avoid the mistakes which were made in
the 1960s - a determination that whatever went onto the site should be sustainable and
durable. Crown Street was planned as an exemplar project, which would establish models of
design and development which could subsequently be followed elsewhere.88
6.28 The development followed an initial masterplan prepared by Piers Gough of CZGW,
with areas set aside for retail and commercial use, and a new park as well as housing. The
housing layouts were all based on an innovative prototype city block, with parking and tree
planting in the centre of boulevard style streets, and the rear courtyard areas retained as
landscaped communal open space. The house types were a mix of two storey main door
maisonettes and flats. In total, once Phases 5 and 6 are complete, some 810 houses will have
been built on the site.
6.29 In the first phases of the development, the total public sector cost per housing unit was
just under £40,000 per unit, an extremely high figure for a development which is primarily
for housing for sale. However, it should be borne in mind that the subsidy per house figures
are misleading in that they include many general costs such as those of project management,
masterplan activity, infrastructure support for the wider site which includes a number of non
housing uses and higher specifications for many of the house types and buildings. In the later
Queen Elizabeth Square development (G7), a 544 house project also managed by the Crown
Street Project, which has a similar tenure profile costs are slightly lower, but still in excess of
£27,000 per unit.
6.30 Subsidy per house costs are influenced by the proportion of housing for rent, which
generally has a much higher subsidy cost per unit. As an illustration of this, in the adjoining
New Gorbals Housing Association developments at Moffatt Gardens, Hayfield Street and
St Mungo Halls, which consist largely of housing for rent, with a small number of shared
ownership units, the total public sector subsidy per unit has ranged from £53,000 to £63,000
per unit.
6.31 The total public sector cost of the Crown Street project has to date been £32.4 million,
with a further £14.9 million anticipated at Queen Elizabeth Square. The Crown Street project
director believes that the project is close to achieving positive land values - developers are
now selling at about £80 per sq ft, with £100 per sq ft the break point at which positive land
values are likely to be achieved.
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St Andrew’s Square
6.32 The St Andrew’s Square area had been a predominantly industrial area since the 19th
century – the Camp coffee factory had been one of the previous uses on the site – although it
had previously been occupied by upper market housing, fronting onto Glasgow Green.
6.33 This was an historic but very run down area of Glasgow’s East End, just to the east of
the Merchant City. It had once been a residential district, but became a predominantly
industrial area in the Victorian era, and then that industry disappeared, leaving large tracts of
derelict land and buildings. The market for owner occupied housing was extremely weak – in
fact virtually absent – and it was an area where the private sector would not contemplate
building housing for sale without substantial subsidy.
6.34 The project was primarily a housing development – it involved the construction or
conversion of 344 flats and the restoration of the Grade A Listed St Andrew’s Square Church
- the centrepiece of the development - with HLF support. There is a small shop and coffee
shop in the Homes for the Future development, and one or two offices in the wider
St Andrew’s Square development. It is primarily a housing project but the development is
close to the much more commercial mixed-use neighbourhood in the Merchant City and
benefits from services there. The next phase of the development will be housing.
6.35 A number of different developers were involved in the various phases of the site City Link as lead developers, Kelvin Homes, Burrell, Dickie, Mactaggart and Mickel, and
Thenew Housing Association. The developer for the next phase will be Barratt, with RMJM
as architects. Packages of land were sold off by the SDA to individual developers, who
obtained subsidy from both Scottish Enterprise Glasgow for brownfield remediation and also
GRO grant from Scottish Homes for gap funding on the housing. Clawback arrangements
were put in place for situations where sales values exceeded expectations.
6.36 For the St Andrew’s Square project, the SDA selected a lead developer for the site,
who was to have the responsibility for site preparation and selling off parts of the site to
subsidiary developers. However the selected developer for St Andrew’s Square – City Link –
hit difficulties in the early 1990s. Sales of the conversion and new build flats around
St Andrew’s Square had proved very slow indeed, and the developer was finding it hard to
find subsidiary developers willing to take the rest of the site on and thus to fund site
preparation. Scottish Enterprise Glasgow took the site on again themselves, funding
infrastructure and site preparation on those parts of the site which were to be a new build
development.
6.37 In the case of both developments, the hope was that the level of subsidy would fall
over time, as the developments developed critical mass and the local market for housing for
sale strengthened. That has happened, but much more slowly than might have been expected.
6.38 The key messages from this project were the importance of critical mass in area
regeneration and the impact of high quality design. The initial phases of the development
were very slow, and indeed would have come to a halt had a new public sector funding
package not been agreed. Once the development gained momentum, sales conditions became
easier, but the single event that transformed the area’s market prospects was the completion
of the Homes for the Future project - a project which involved a range of contemporary house
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types by international and Scottish architects, forming part of Glasgow’s year as UK City of
Architecture and Design.
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6.39 The Homes for the Future houses were very popular and sold almost immediately
they were put on the market – although developed with subsidy, they proved close to being
viable and indeed the clawback clauses were invoked. It is notable that the derelict Grade B
listed Hide Skin and Tallow building facing Glasgow Green, which forms part of the site, lay
derelict for many years, until Homes for the Future (HfF) proceeded. (In 1996, the then SDA
had found very limited market interest in the building, but sold it to a developer in that year,
for a nominal £50,000, on the understanding that GRO grant would also be made available, as
indeed it subsequently was. However, the developer did not proceed with the development as
planned in 1997, and development only commenced in 1999.
6.40 The District Valuer has commented that the HfF project gave a major boost to the
area. He valued the final site in the St Andrew’s Square development on London Road,
which was developed after Homes for the Future at the equivalent of £320,000 per hectare.
He said:
‘The market demand for residential sites in this locality from the private sector
historically has been negligible – unless substantial grant aid was available.
However the apparent success of the HfF development, coupled with the St Andrew’s
Square project, have now hopefully instilled sufficient confidence in the area to
persuade the private sector to continue the present residential momentum with vastly
reduced, or indeed nil or nominal, public grant aid subsidy…………..
Whilst the St Andrew’s Square scheme had offered good quality housing in the area
for several years, that particular development had had struggled since its inception
until the HfF project was announced. A major push has undoubtedly been given to
the area by the HfF project, the successful marketing of which has taken many by
surprise. The innovative houses within the HfF project, some of which have private
roof terraces, have sold quickly at surprisingly high levels of value……………A
general shortage of residential sites within Glasgow is now increasingly obliging the
developers to look at sites which hitherto they would not have contemplated. Despite
its frontage to London Road and relatively unappealing outlook (north) this site
would undoubtedly prove of interest to the private sector in the absence of the present
interest from Thenew Housing Association.’
6.41 Land is now changing hands with positive land values and the next phase of the
Homes for the Future development, which was the subject of a developer competition, will
take place without subsidy. The sheer scale of support for regeneration in this area of the city
– with the Crown Street project and the other developments in the Gorbals nearby on the
opposite side of the Clyde – has also been helpful. The area has now been transformed into
an inner city neighbourhood inhabited by middle income residents who would never
previously have contemplated living in the East End.
6.42 The total public sector cost for this £24 million development of some 344 flats was of
the order of £8.7 million – a cost of £25,000 per unit. Some 52 of these units were for rent,
the remainder for sale – an 86/14 tenure split. This figure is likely to be an underestimate as
it does not include the HAG costs of the 40 unit housing association development by Thenew
Housing Association on London Road.
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More Recent Developments
6.43 Homes for the Future Phase 2: Phase 2 of Homes for the Future (G6), which was
the subject of an architect/ developer competition, will be developed without subsidy and will
generate a positive land value of £1.6 million, which amounts to £1.105 million per hectare.
6.44 Ballater Street/McNeill Street: This brownfield site, on the banks of the Clyde, but
with a distillery on its western side, was initially thought to be one which would not be
developed by the private sector without subsidy. The site was transferred by Scottish
Enterprise Glasgow at nil value to the developer, Crudens and support was approved under
the BSHI scheme, in the form of a grant of £184,000.
6.45 The grant was subject to clawback however if sales values exceeded those projected.
The housing market in this area has simply taken off since the grant was approved, and
substantial clawback is now likely.
6.46 Doge’s Palace, Glasgow Green: The former Templetons carpet factory, converted to
small business units in the 1960s by the then SDA, is now being converted to housing. This
is a further addition to what the City Council has described as a string of investment `pearls’
around Glasgow Green.
6.47 Oatlands: The latest area planned for new inner city housebuilding is Oatlands, a
little further to the south east, on the south bank of the Clyde looking across toward Glasgow
Green. The City Council is managing this project, and it is anticipated not only that it will be
developed without subsidy, but also that it will generate sufficient planning gain to pay for
new roads, landscaping and schools etc.
6.48 Oatlands is a very large area, much of its formerly occupied by housing, and the scale
of development is considerable – in total some 1,250 houses will be built on site, 250 of them
for social rent. Market interest in the project was considerable – in total 10-15 housebuilders
bid to acquire the site, in various consortia.
6.49 It is anticipated that the site will be developed without subsidy, and furthermore, that
the economics of the development will be sufficiently robust to deal with not only substantial
demolition and site preparation costs, but also to provide the social rented housing required
and make a contribution to the East End Regeneration Route (the spur to Provan Gas Works
from the M74 extension), as well as yielding a positive land value. The site is to be
developed with a mix of house types, with at least 25% ‘family houses’ – ie houses with their
own front and back door and a private garden. The successful developer consortium is led by
Bett, with a masterplan by Page and Park.

ABERDEEN: CITY CENTRE PARTNERSHIP AREA HOUSING DEVELOPMENTS
6.50 In 2000, DTZ Pieda Consulting prepared a housing strategy for Aberdeen City
Centre89 for the Aberdeen City Centre Partnership, and our case study focuses on the same
area. Since the City Centre Partnership was set up in 1991, the promotion of housing within
89

Housing Strategy for Aberdeen City Centre, DTZ Pieda Consulting in association with Gillespies, February
2000
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6.59 The situation is less extreme than in Edinburgh, however, with land values per unit
built averaging £15k - £20k per flat.
6.60 The pattern of land use succession is also less clear in Aberdeen than in inner west
Edinburgh - some sites were former industrial/business sites – garages, joiners’ premises,
furniture store, a car hire business and electrical wholesalers, but others had contained
obsolete public buildings, such as schools, or housing which had been demolished.
6.61 The City Council has taken positive action to attempt to improve the quality of
development in the city centre, focusing on sites which have been, or are likely to be released
for housing. The DTZ Pieda Gillespies report commissioned by the partnership included
design guidelines for city centre housing. Increasingly, design briefs are being prepared for
larger development sites – two large industrial sites which are likely to be released for
housing (Broadford Works (A6) a former textile factory and Milburn Street/Portland Street
(A7) have had planning briefs prepared for them. The Broadfoard works brief was recently
commended in the development control category of the Scottish Awards for Quality in
Planning 2001.

DUNDEE: BAXTER PARK/STOBSWELL
Introduction
6.62 Dundee faces a range of issues similar to cities in the North of England which suffer
from a shrinking employment base and declining populations. As in the North of England,
low demand for some types of housing – including owner occupied housing - has become a
significant problem. In Dundee, population decline has been exacerbated by out-migration as
those who are economically active and mobile frequently choose to live in the many
attractive rural areas close to the city.
6.63 As we have seen, in towns and cities where the pressure of demand is high, the market
tends to provide the investment in the housing stock and, to some extent, the restructuring
which may be required. Where there is excess demand for inner city properties, areas with
outworn private sector housing stock are also more likely to receive investment in
maintenance. The market is also likely to deliver land use change; with new housing being
built on former industrial sites. In short, restructuring and renewal is likely to take place with
little or no intervention from the public sector.
6.64 In Dundee, there appears to be is an excess supply of older, small tenemental
property. Districts like Baxter Park/Stobswell, (Fig 6.4) which has been described as a fine
traditional Victorian suburb, with its park and many landmark stone buildings – Baxter Park
shares some - but not all - of the qualities of popular Edinburgh and Glasgow suburbs like
Marchmont and Hyndland. It was previously a popular residential neighbourhood but its
appeal appears to have declined as Dundee residents have increasingly been able to choose
from a wide range of housing options, both within the city and farther afield.
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6.65 In a city like Edinburgh with a more dynamic economy and high house prices with
consequent problems of affordability, the type of housing found in Baxter Park would have
remained popular. Similar housing areas in Edinburgh, such as Gorgie/Dalry with house
types and a general housing environment arguably inferior to that of Baxter Park have
remained in strong demand.
6.66 In Dundee, there has been a marked decline in employment opportunities in the city
over the past five years, and the contracting population has a wide choice in a competitively
priced housing market. In such market conditions, as market preferences change, certain
sectors may start to show signs of low demand – high vacancy rates and static or declining
house prices. The demand for small Victorian tenement flats is generally weak throughout
the city, other than in the prime locations. Flats of this type have faced competition from
housing association developments and from increased provision for students in halls of
residence by the University.
6.67 Vacancy rates are very high in the owner occupied sector in Baxter Park – there are
no reliable figures for how high - and flats change hands at very low values. Good quality
two bedroom flats overlooking Baxter Park are advertised at under £35,000 and it is believed
that many flats change hands privately at around £15,000.
6.68 If the oversupply of certain house types becomes acute, the districts in which they are
concentrated may go into a spiral of decline, where the high vacancy levels and the decline of
local services themselves become a factor in the increasing unpopularity of the district.
Indeed this has been evident in Baxter Park – survey evidence commissioned by the Council
has suggested that for many of those who intend to move elsewhere, area decline has been a
factor in their decision to leave. The survey evidence suggested that for those who were
dissatisfied with the local area, the key concerns were the decline of the area, anti-social
behaviour and crime and personal safety issues.
6.69 This is a phenomenon which has been seen to a marked degree in the north of
England. A particular risk is increasing crime, often associated with the acquisition of
properties by landlords who acquire property at very low prices and let them to tenants on
housing benefit who have been evicted from the council’s own stock, sometimes for antisocial behaviour.
6.70 Dundee City Council is concerned about these issues and indeed has recently let a
consultancy contract, whose objective is to explore potential solutions to the imbalance
between supply and demand in Stobswell. We looked at the evidence about land use
succession in Baxter Park.
6.71 Property vacancy is not always evident from visual inspection in the case of tenement
properties, but it was apparent on our site inspection that there are many vacant tenement flats
in the locality – for example on the first floor of the corner of Morgan Street and Park
Avenue.(D1)
6.72 Low demand also manifests itself in vacant sites. There are two main areas where this
is evident: at the southern end of the Albert Street shopping centre, where there are many
vacant retail units and some property in very poor condition (D2) and on former industrial
sites in the locality. As in many residential areas in Dundee, there are substantial tracts of
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industrial land, generally former jute mills, but these sites have not been taken up for housing
or indeed for employment.
6.73 For example, the Taybank Works site on Morgan St is partly vacant (D3), as was the
Manhattan Works site on Dundonald Street (D4) but part of it has recently been developed
for office use. More generally, throughout the area there are some small vacant plots and
areas with low value uses such as wooden lock-up garages which might have been expected
to be developed in a more buoyant housing market – but not a huge number.
6.74 It would be quite wrong to give the impression that this is an area which has been
shunned by new development. In the 1980s, there was substantial housing association
development, for example at Dykehead Place (D5), and throughout the area more recently
sites have been developed by housebuilders in the area to the East of Albert Street and in a
prime location overlooking Baxter Park (D 6 &7). (Baxter Park will shortly be the subject of
Lottery funded restoration project).
6.75 These housing developments projects appear to have been built without any subsidy,
such as GRO, but they will of course have benefited from the prevailing low land values in
the area – data provided by the Valuation Office indicated for example that one major
housebuilder completed a development when the land value per unit built was less than
£6,000.
6.76 The market indicators suggest that this is an area where new developments of house
types which are in demand can sell - the issue is one of finding mechanisms for reducing the
number of small older flats, within the constraints of the tenemental pattern of property
ownership with multiple owners. In flats of this type securing consent for any common
action is difficult, let alone securing consent for radical change such as combining two flats
or demolishing entire blocks.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

PERCEPTIONS OF KEY PLAYERS

INTRODUCTION
7.1
We interviewed a substantial number of key players. (A full list of consultees is
attached in Appendix 2) These interviews were generally conducted as structured face to face
or telephone interviews, following a topic guide which had been customised to deal with the
different roles that each of these players plays in influencing land values and urban structure.
Topics included a range of research and policy topics :
•

variation in land values within cities;

•

land values in ‘edge of city’ Districts;

•

the impact of changing land values affecting the pattern of development in
Scotland:
•
•

densities;
land use trends - the succession of land uses, separation and segregation of
uses, etc.

•

evidence of trends in urban densities, ‘town cramming’ and the factors that
contribute to it;

•

policy issues:
•
•
•

•

policies on the retention of employment uses and their implementation;
treatment of windfall sites;
impacts on housing supply and affordable housing.

regeneration policies:
•
•

gap funding mechanisms and land values;
economic development policies and employment change.

7.2
The discussion of the impact of rising land values on what now tends to be described
as ‘employment land’ in fact focuses largely on what at one time would have been described
as ‘industrial land’. (Since the introduction of Class 4, which groups all business of a type
which could be conducted in a residential area in the same Use Class, the broader term tends
to be used).
7.3
However, increasingly, with the shift to a more service-based economy, employment
is concentrated in city centres or in major peripheral business parks, which tend to have much
higher land values than ‘industrial’ sites and are thus not subject to the same intensity of
competition from rising residential land values. It is much less evident that these more
intensive office based employment uses are likely to lose out in competition with residential
uses, although there are undoubtedly some examples of this with outdated office space in
tertiary locations – such as the site in Roseburn described in the West Edinburgh case study.
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7.4
The major cities have historically tended to promote economic activity in their city
centres by ensuring that sufficient sites are made available for major commercial
developments – and in the case of Edinburgh, the city has also done so at the periphery – at
Edinburgh Park. Prestigious business locations of this type tend to have relatively high land
values and so are much less likely to be driven out by competition from residential use.
7.5
At the margin, there is still competition between residential and office use, but the
policy actions of local authorities are generally highly supportive of city centre commercial
and employment uses so that it is much less likely that the major employment locations in our
cities will lose employment as a result of competition from residential land uses. The
concern is about the types of employment which have historically been located in industrial
areas with low land values – manufacturing employment, and employment in activities such
as construction and local service trades.

Interviewees
7.6

Our interviewees included:
•

DTZ Residential and Business/Commercial Teams

•

The Development Industry
•
•
•
•

Homes for Scotland
Federation of Master Builders (FMB)
individual house builders
industrial & property developers

•

Local Authority Planning System

•

Other Bodies with Regeneration Interests

7.7
Local Authorities: The objective was to cover both development plan and
development control interests - so interviewees were either a single high level interviewee, or
included staff from both Structure and Local Plan teams. We spoke to staff in the following
authorities:
•
•
•
•
•

Edinburgh
Glasgow
Aberdeen
Dundee
West Lothian.

7.8
In addition, we interviewed a representative of both the Edinburgh and the Lothians
and the Glasgow and Clyde Valley Structure Plan teams.
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7.9

Other bodies with regeneration interests: These included:
•
•
•

Communities Scotland;
Scottish Enterprise Glasgow; and
The Crown Street Project.

DTZ DEBENHAM TIE LEUNG COMMENTATORS
Residential
7.10

The key points made were as follows :
•

In general housebuilders seek to limit costs, through bulk purchases, acquiring
easily managed sites in order to maintain profits. On this basis greenfield sites
have offered the best option for development – they are the most straightforward
to develop.

•

However planning has shifted focus towards brownfield sites.

•

The design of new units derives partly from market research into what sells well
and partly from the ease and cheapness of construction. Once this unit has been
decided upon, a site from where such a unit could be sold is considered.

•

Brownfield sites offer different demand challenges. A key issue is the nature of
the market for inner city living. Current demand is partly sustained by lifestyle
choices. There appears to be a desire for central living, which is fuelled by
pressured, ‘work hard, play hard’ lifestyles, which make people want to live more
centrally in order to avoid long journeys to work.

•

Recent proposals include the development of tower blocks – anything from 12-20
storeys. These are considerably more expensive to develop than low rise
properties. Maintenance costs could cause problems in the future – there are
concerns that the sinking funds etc which would be needed for buildings with
sophisticated, expensive common parts are not being set up, and that common
maintenance arrangements are inadequate.

•

Forth Ports, Waterfront Edinburgh (Andrew Russell) and Lattice dominate current
waterfront development in Edinburgh. All the properties will be high density. It
is not certain to what extent these sites will succeed in incorporating employment
generating land uses in the area in the future.

•

Land value drivers vary in Edinburgh and Glasgow. Edinburgh values are
affected by constrained land supply and the influence of listed buildings. The
promise of high residuals is encouraging a shift of land use from industrial to
residential development.

•

Edinburgh is ‘like Manhattan – it cannot expand outwards so it has to go up – with
the green belt playing the role of the sea.’
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•

The determination of land value when a site is acquired for housing:
•

may be based on the residual or comparative method

•

in the residual method, the developer starts with a headline figure based on
potential number and type of unit and then reduces that depending on planning
constraints, planning gain requirements, contamination costs, etc. In this way,
the planning system has the potential to impact considerably on land value.

•

the introduction of affordable housing quotas in Edinburgh would be expected
to impact on land values in due course, but effects are not yet clear enough.

•

The person who takes the most optimistic view of what can be squeezed on to the
site is usually the successful bidder, but offers are usually conditional on planning
constraints, planning gain, contamination costs, etc.

•

For effective planning gain to be realised high land values are required – in
Edinburgh, a minimum of £350-400 k per acre is needed to fund all the items
which might be needed.

•

New housebuild has been relatively extensive in recent times – 23,500 houses
were built in the last year, the highest ever figure, generating 6% of GDP.

•

There is likely to be a slump in the housing market at some point in the future –
although bids for future payments display a continuing lack of caution, bids
demanding immediate payment have shown more restraint.

•

There has been a similar slow down in the sales environment. Interest amongst
buyers has fallen. For housebuilders this may mean an overestimation of
residuals.

THE DEVELOPMENT INDUSTRY
BUSINESS/COMMERCIAL
Land Values – Causes and Impacts
•

Typical industrial land values are difficult to estimate. Values are often low or are
subsidised by the Council. Each site negotiation is a unique process. Furthermore there
is little industrial land available in city centres. Insofar that there is an active market in
industrial land, values are increasing.

•

Demand for sites with the potential for residential development has pushed up land values
and increasingly excluded industrial developers from city centres. This is particularly
true of Edinburgh and Glasgow. Nonetheless even if central sites were available they
would not necessarily be those most favoured by industrialists. Companies often seek
good transport infrastructures and prefer to be located on city peripheries, preferably near
motorway junctions.
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•

There is a diminishing supply of industrial land and competition for sites will increase in
cities and in their surroundings. There is evidence that it is not only in Edinburgh that the
proprietors of business land are seeking to achieve residential values – in West Lothian,
there is an observable trend towards the conversion of business sites – in some cases quite
modern, high quality business sites, to residential use. Pressures from land values
combined with the changing needs of modern industry will lead to more upmarket, semi
retail industrial developments in city centres - if they exist at all.

Planning Policy Impacts
•

Recent increase in supply has released pressure, although more sites would still be
welcomed. City centre sites would not necessarily be appropriate. One interviewee
stressed the need for the release of more Class 6 land (storage and distribution) – at
present hindered by associations of such development with low levels of employment and
the vagaries of European funding systems.

•

Local authorities are aware of the need for balanced development and are keen to promote
industrial development. Yet they are fighting against a combination of factors
encouraging industrial development out of city centres. High land values are pushing
industry out of centres whilst better transport infrastructure, the attractions of being able
to access wider labour markets and more limited constraints on industrial activities are
pulling companies towards the periphery.

Future Trends
•

There will be a continuing need for industrial land, especially in areas where residential
uses are taking over the most attractive sites. Development will focus on out of town
sites. Some pressure on supply might occur in Glasgow as a result of the development of
the M74 extension, where there are a large number of businesses to be relocated, but in
general supply will be adequate and any pressure eased by any future slowdown in the
economy.

HOUSEBUILDERS
Land Values
•

Although there was some disagreement about the scale of change in land values, all house
builders acknowledged the increase in land values in Glasgow and Edinburgh, especially
in the latter.

•

Increasing land values were seen as the result of limited supply, increased demand in
general and increased competition for sites resulting from a larger number of developers
bidding for sites. There was some debate about the demand for inner city living. Some
argued that higher density property was being bought only because it was all that was
available, while other interviewees felt that there was a genuine demand for inner city
living, whether high density or not, amongst the elderly and young professionals. Some
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demand also exists amongst families, although limited supply and an equally strong
demand for suburban or rural living ensures that most families looking for new properties
move out of the cities.
•

Windfall sites tend to be particularly prone to price inflation – the purchasers often want
to persuade the owner to release the site.

•

Although there has been consolidation amongst the major housebuilders, it is still the case
that there may be an excessive number of purchasers bidding for windfall sites in prime
locations in Edinburgh, because of the activity of small-scale developers – in one recent
example in the South side, there were fourteen separate bidders for a site.

Impact of High Land Values
•

Most agreed that in order to recoup higher costs, an increased saleable area is needed per
site. This has combined with efforts to direct development on to brownfield sites by local
authorities to produce more flatted, higher density developments. Some of the cost of the
land has been passed on to consumers via house prices.

•

In general, densities have increased, plot size has decreased and more flatted properties
are being built. Fewer low cost units are being developed and there is an increase in the
number of 1/2 bedroom units being built. However, local authorities do try to keep
densities down.

•

There is a demand for family housing in Edinburgh, but it is difficult to meet with high
land values.

•

There is less demand for three bed houses as younger housebuyers increasingly prefer 4
bed houses so that they avoid moving twice.

Planning Policy Impacts
•

Most housebuilders stated that around 50% of planning briefs had specifications
concerning density.

•

However, some housebuilders felt that this was an overestimate and argued that there
were few briefs that had detailed specifications on densities. This has an impact on land
values. The process of acquiring land is effectively a negotiation between vendor and
developer. The developer often starts with a higher land value than he is prepared to pay
in order to secure control of the site. Once more details of the site become known, such
as the planning constraints involved, the price will be renegotiated. This inflates land
values and expectations of the vendors.

•

Views on the attitudes of planning authorities to change of use from employment use to
housing were also mixed. Some builders took the view that authorities welcome
development - whatever its nature. It was a generally held view that high land values
limit competition from industrial developers, many of whom are less interested in city
centre sites in general. However, the experience of one developer was that authorities are
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unwilling to allow a change in land use and that all applications must be carefully
justified.
•

Planning gain is having some impact on development. Affordable housing requirements
are so substantial that they are acting to frustrate projects. It was argued that landowners
will not always deduct the appropriate costs from the value of the land. Education and
transport costs are deducted but due to rising values the effects have not been fully felt on
land values. Planning gain requirements are not always known at the beginning of the
bidding process - if such requirements were better known at the outset, they might have a
greater impact on land value.

Scope for Policy Action
•

High land values are inevitable in that they are the result of growing demand amongst
increasingly affluent consumers yet pressure could be eased by increasing supply.

•

It has not been helpful that in Edinburgh, major development sites such as the South East
wedge and the Waterfront have taken so long to co-ordinate and resolve all the issues. It
will have taken about 10 years to get the first houses built in the South East Wedge.

•

Housebuilders believe that the criteria for ‘effective’ housing land are too weak – sites
which have been the subject of a planning application for balance sheet reasons but where
there is no serious intention to release for development may be included as ‘effective’
sites.

•

Homes for Scotland believes that ‘capable of being developed within the next five years’
is likely to include too many such sites – they would wish to see the criterion changed
back to ‘ in the control of a housebuilder’.

•

Housebuilders tend to see developer contributions as a tax on development - some appear
to accept that, others to think it unreasonable – but all are frustrated by the uncertainty
associated with the present system and the time and cost of site by site negotiations.
Greater transparency would be preferred.

•

Housebuilders would like all limitations on the land to be known at the start of the
bidding process to ensure reasonable bids for the land were made.

Low Land Value Areas
•

Improvement of the local environment and infrastructure is crucial in stimulating demand
in the locality. One housebuilder took the view that this was achieved most easily in
derelict sites where little of the former infrastructure remained, such as at Crown Street
and the Gorbals in Glasgow. It was argued that improvement of the locality required
close collaboration between local authorities and developers. Housebuilders were
hopeful that in these conditions they may achieve success in some very difficult areas like
Craigmillar and Ardler and sell houses in these areas without subsidies within two years.
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•

Homes for Scotland commended the New Neighbourhood approach, but argued that it
was important that the housebuilding industry was allowed to drive the masterplan – it
could best judge which areas of land were needed to make the development attractive,
rather than being left with a set of tracts of land which the Council deemed to be
available.

•

Housebuilders would be happy to take on the role of masterplanning these areas, and
would also be prepared to take on the public consultation role – the aspect of the New
Neighbourhoods which went so badly wrong initially.

Future Trends
•

Land values will continue to increase in high demand areas although not as fast as in
recent years. Development of the SE Wedge in Edinburgh will help to relieve pressure.
Development in surrounding areas of Edinburgh will continue as local authorities release
land. The gap between values for high and low demand land will increase.

•

Despite some fall off in overall interest in the housing market, sales remain high with
little evidence of a slowdown in the housing market.

LOCAL AUTHORITY PLANNING SYSTEM
Development Pressures and the Land Markets
7.11 All of the city authorities have areas where there is considerable development
pressure. In Edinburgh, this was true for a high proportion of the city, and in Aberdeen also,
but at a less intense level. In Glasgow, it is true for about 30-40% of the city (West End, and
a swathe through the south side from Pollokshields out toward Newton Mearns. In Dundee,
strong demand is largely restricted to the West End, Ninewells and Broughty Ferry. Outside
these areas, demand is often extremely weak.

Impact on Urban Form
7.12 Increasing development pressure – at least in some areas – leads to increased urban
densities. It is rare for brownfield sites – or windfall sites - to be used for houses, as opposed
to flats, other than in the case of extensive institutional campuses released as windfall sites.
Houses are generally only built on greenfield sites. (There are however some exceptions to
this, for example in Glasgow, where the sheer volume of brownfield sites is so large.)
7.13 In Glasgow, it is not high land values and high house prices which drive people out of
the city, but people’s preferences for the types of residential environment they can find
outside the city. The quality of schools outside the city is an important factor in these
decisions. (The value to families of good educational facilities has been demonstrated in a
number of studies in England which show the impact of popular schools on house prices
within the catchment area).
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Impact on Densities
7.14 The net residential densities on individual brownfield sites are often extremely high,
and while most authorities have open space policies requiring a certain amount of open space
to be provided in residential developments, these often relate to the area of land developed, so
that flatted developments which occupy a very small footprint are highly unlikely to have any
substantial open space provided, even though the number of units is often very high.

Employment Sites
7.15 A high proportion of brownfield sites relate to land which previously had some type
of business or service use. It was clear from our interviews that authorities very seldom
attempt to retain anything other than strategic business sites in employment use. It is
generally considered that cities like Glasgow have too many industrial sites for current needs
- in the past there were very large numbers of industrial sites within cities, but there is no
longer the need for the same quantity of land to accommodate manufacturing and heavy
industry. Apart from those limited number of key strategic sites, land use change from
employment to housing use is not regarded as problematic.
7.16 The benefits of securing additions to the housing land supply through ‘windfall sites’
appear to be dominant in most authorities, although in Glasgow, there is a clearer policy of
retaining employment, and a ten year supply of marketable land. In Glasgow, attempts have
been made to re-introduce employment generating sites close to deprived areas, through the
Community Economic Development Areas designated in the Objective 2 strategy and
through creating developments like the Drumchapel Business Village.
7.17 It has also been policy to retain the small amount of employment land which exists in
overwhelmingly residential areas like Milngavie. The Structure Plan team has been
attempting to ensure that new proposals such as the Clyde Waterfront proposal, have a mix of
employment and residential use.

Spillover Effects on Adjoining Authorities
7.18 The authorities around Edinburgh are increasingly accommodating the city’s
development pressures. In these areas too, land values are rising. West Lothian Council has
particularly good information on residential land values, as it inherited the land portfolio of
the former Livingston Development Corporation, and has therefore been a major land seller
over the past six years. As Table 7.1 shows, land values have been rising steadily over the
period, so that average land prices in Livingston have recently been of the order of £50,000 to
£60,000 per unit. (In Linlithgow, West Lothian’s main hotspot, West Lothian recently sold
land for £1.6 million per hectare).
7.19 The other impact on adjoining authorities is on employment land. Pressure to convert
employment land to residential is not restricted to Edinburgh itself. A striking example of
this trend can be seen in the recent planning application to convert the Motec site – an
industrial site immediately adjoining the M8 in Livingston - to housing use.
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7.20 In West Lothian, the old local plans had a number of old industrial sites which needed
remediation and are now being converted to housing – there are a number of sites of this type
in Broxburn, such as the candleworks site, and the Albyn bing site. The British Leyland site
at Bathgate is a further example. West Lothian faces the prospect of running out of industrial
land.
7.21 Procuring further employment land is a problem for councils, as it is unlikely that the
private sector will bring forward suitable sites, and it is difficult for the Council to finance the
acquisition and servicing of sites. West Lothian Council has considered the possibility of
financing acquisition and servicing through planning gain – ‘affordable employment sites’ or requiring a proportion of new major land releases to be for employment uses.
7.22 The landward districts are accommodating many of the service businesses which have
left Central Edinburgh – sites such as the former colliery site at Bilston Glen and East Mains
industrial site in West Lothian, together with Newbridge, have been popular relocations for
smaller industrial premises and service businesses who have moved out of Edinburgh.
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Town
(Location)
Livingston
Eliburn
Eliburn
Knightsbridge
Eliburn
Bellsquarry
Deans
Bellsquarry
Ladywell
Eliburn
Eliburn
Eliburn
Kirkton
Eliburn
Murieston
Murieston
Kirkton
Bathgate
Gideon Street
Glasgow Road
Edinburgh Road
Little Boghead
Crosshill Drive
Broxburn
Broxburn Academy
Holmes West
Holygate
Kirkhill West
Linlithgow
Brahead Road

Table 7.1
Residential Land Values in West Lothian,
(Recent Sales Evidence)
Date of
Gross
No.
Offer/Sale
Area (Ha.)
Units

Seller

Purchaser

WLC
WLC
WLC
WLC
WLC
WLC
WLC
WLC
WLC
WLC
WLC
WLC
WLC
WLC
WLC
WLC

Ness Construction
Tulloch Homes
Henry Boot Homes
Tilbury Douglas Homes
Taywood
Barratt Homes
G Dunbar & Sons
McLean Homes
Persimmon Homes
Tulloch Homes
Persimmon Homes
Keir Homes
G. Dunbar & Sons
Miller Group
David Wilson Homes
Bryant Homes

Sep-96
Feb-97
Sep-98
Sep-98
Jun-99
Jul-99
Aug-99
Aug-99
Sep-99
Sep-99
Sep-99
Aug-00
Aug-00
Aug-00
Aug-00
Jul-01

1.57
2.50
0.80
1.42
1.67
1.71
0.70
2.33
0.62
4.04
1.68
5.00
0.87
4.90
1.40
4.78

23
75
22
27
19
53
18
54
12
130
40
103
22
135
25
70

15
30
28
19
11
31
26
23
19
32
24
21
25
28
18
15

125,000
603,000
281,000
586,000
1,311,000
438,000
600,000
1,002,057
352,000
2,614,000
904,000
3,730,695
745,000
4,075,000
1,461,000
3,760,000

79,618
241,200
351,250
412,676
785,030
256,140
857,143
430,067
567,742
647,030
538,095
746,19
856,322
831,633
1,042,571
786,611

5,435
8,040
12,773
21,704
69,000
8,264
33,333
18,557
29,333
20,108
22,600
36,220
33,864
30,185
58,440
53,714

WLC
Scotmid
WLC
WLC
WLC

Barony Housing Assoc.
Castlerock Housing Assoc.
Wilcon Homes
McLean Homes
Tay Homes

Mar-99
Mar-98
Mar-99
Jun-98
Mar-98

0.05
0.54
3.33
2.47
1.95

2
20
114
65
40

40
37
34
26
21

13,350
160,000
761,4000
1,065,000
750,000

267,000
296,296
228,649
431,174
384,615

6,675
8,000
6,679
16,385
18,750

WLC
WLC
WLC
WLC

Barratt Homes
McLean Homes
Taywood Homes
Persimmon Homes

Aug-01
Aug-00
Sep-98
Dec098

2.55
3.90
8.43
1.26

53
100
203
20

21
26
24
16

2,100,000
2,335,000
4,257,000
677,000

823,539
598,718
504,982
537,302

39,623
23,350
20,970
33,850

WLC

Robertson Residential Ltd.

Jul-01

1.84

25

14

1,869,678

1,559,068

114,787
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Density
(Units/Ha.)

Price
(£)

Price
(£/Ha.)

Price
(£/Unit)

Town
(Location)
Blackburn
Elm Grove
Armadale
West Main Street
Ochillview Square
Ochillview Square
Fauldhouse
Bridge Street
Seafield
Hawthorn Bank
Uphall
Johnston Ave.
Whitburn
East Main Street

Seller

Purchaser

WLC

Boyack Homes

WLC
WLC
WLC

Table 7.1
Residential Land Values in West Lothian,
(Recent Sales Evidence)
Date of
Gross
No.
Offer/Sale
Area (Ha.)
Units

Density
(Units/Ha.)

Price
(£)

Price
(£/Ha.)

Price
(£/Unit)

Jul-01

3.32

61

18

1,240,000

373,494

20,328

Barony Housing Assoc.
Edinvar Housing Assoc.
Edinvar Housing Assoc.

Feb-00
Mar-00
Mar-99

0.76
0.23
0.15

26
12
11

47
52
73

309,000
40,000
65,000

406,579
173,913
433,333

8,583
3,333
5,909

WLC

Horizon Housing Assoc.

Mar-00

0.61

27

44

54,000

88,525

2,000

WLC

Link Housing Assoc.

Mar-97

0.29

8

28

60,000

206,897

7,500

WLC

Canmore Housing Assoc.

Mar-97

0.50

26

52

160,000

320,000

6,154

WLC

Canmore Housing Assoc.

Apr-98

0.27

12

44

69,000

255,556

5,750
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Role of Planning Briefs
7.23 Planning briefs for new housing developments are generally only prepared for
Council owned sites, greenbelt releases and other major development areas. It is very rare for
planning briefs to be prepared for brownfield sites or windfall sites. As a consequence,
developers seldom are aware of the Council’s view about the density of development which
would be acceptable on the site.

Separation of Home & Workplace
7.24 Although almost all structure plans tend to have statements about sustainable
commuting patterns, it is only in the two major cities that concerns are felt about the
separation of home and workplace, and these are of a subtly different kind. In Glasgow, there
is a concern that a high proportion of jobs are taken by people who commute from beyond the
city’s narrowly drawn boundaries. The concern is not so much about unsustainable
commuting as about who should bear the cost of running the city, and also about the inability
of a high proportion of the city’s residents to compete in its labour market.
7.25 In and around Edinburgh, the near inevitability of increased travel times appears to be
accepted as a fact of life, as the city’s travel to work area increasingly extends beyond its
geographic boundaries as its economy grows. There is also an acceptance that people are
more mobile and change jobs more frequently, but often wish to retain the same home/school
base.
7.26 However, the concerns - as embodied in the Consultative Draft of the Structure Plan focus on ensuring that employment locations are as accessible as possible, and that major
areas of new development should have good public transport connection. West Lothian
Council, for example, would prefer new employment locations to be accessible by a variety
of modes. In that context, additional employment locations in West Edinburgh would be
preferable to the Waterfront, which, even with improved public transport, will remain
relatively inaccessible to people in West Lothian and Fife.
7.27 It is widely believed that people are tending to travel further and further to work, but
although until the 2001 Census data is released, there will be no firm evidence on this point.
West Lothian Council pointed to some anecdotal evidence on this issue – they discovered
when putting together support services for those who were made redundant by NEC, only
40% were actually resident in West Lothian.
7.28 In the smaller cities, this issue is less of a concern – journey to work times are
generally much shorter.

Harnessing Development Pressure/High Land Value: Planning Gain
7.29 Increasingly, authorities are looking to harness development pressure and high land
values through development contributions. Not surprisingly, this was a strong theme only in
those areas where development pressure is consistently strong – most notably in and around
Edinburgh.
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7.30 In Edinburgh itself, developer contributions are sought for a whole range of purposes
– roads, schools, improved design and recently and perhaps most contentiously, for
affordable housing. It has been argued that this plethora of objectives being pursued with
developers, often by different departments, is confusing to developers and lacking in
transparency.
7.31 Outside Edinburgh, authorities such as Midlothian are considering a tariff approach to
developer contributions to achieve greater transparency. The tariff would be set to ensure
that development paid for all the additional infrastructure required by the development in a
Local Plan over the plan period.
7.32 However, in areas where development pressure is generally much less, there is much
less stress on developer contributions and a much less consistent approach to planning gains,
although it is notable that Glasgow City Council are optimistic about securing developer
contributions in their major Oatlands development.

OTHER BODIES
7.33 Communities Scotland acknowledge that very high land values make it very difficult
for them to support the building of social rented housing, because the land value per unit
tends to be too high for the project to offer sufficiently good value for money. Their
experience in Edinburgh was that in a city where the need for affordable housing was
extremely high, it was becoming more and more difficult to supply it, as registered social
landlords (RSLs) were unable to access suitable sites at a reasonable cost. Increasingly RSLs
were being driven to accept very poor, marginal sites because that was all that they could
afford, as housebuilders were bidding up the price of land in areas where the RSLs would in
the past have expected to be able to acquire land at reasonable prices (see the West Edinburgh
Case Study). This was also the experience of RSLs in central Aberdeen.
7.34 It was for this reason that Communities Scotland suggested to the City of Edinburgh
Council that an affordable housing policy should be introduced – the prime motive was to
help RSLs to access housing sites, not necessarily to fund social rented housing. For this
reason, the Edinburgh policy will accept commuted payments and off-site provision only in
exceptional circumstances. The policy has been introduced and finalised, but it is only now
beginning to take effect, so it is too early to see how much it will actually deliver and whether
it will exert downward pressure on land prices.
7.35 The Edinburgh Housing Needs study suggests that 9,000 affordable units will be
needed over the next ten years. The HAG budget will only fund between 300 and 400 units
per annum, however, so housebuilders may have to provide the units themselves or find their
developments held up, waiting for HAG. (This has frequently been the experience in
England, where there is a much longer track record of using planning gain to provide
affordable housing.)
7.36 At the moment Communities Scotland has only a small amount of funding earmarked
for yet to be affordable housing schemes, so if a large number of housebuilders were to come
forward with sites, there would not be sufficient HAG finance to allow them to be financed in
the conventional way. With prevailing HAG levels at around 60-70%, the average HAG cost
per unit is of the order of £35,000-£40,000 per unit.
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7.37 In this situation, another option which Communities Scotland is beginning to consider
is asking housebuilders to transfer land at zero value. This has the effect of reducing the
amount of HAG needed for each house, and thus of ‘stretching’ the HAG budget so that it
will provide more units. Communities Scotland would favour this option – it has no desire to
be in effect helping to prop up very high land values.
7.38 Another option would be for housebuilders to provide shared equity or market rent
units, which would need less subsidy – but the Council’s policy indicates that a high
proportion of the affordable houses should be for social rent.
7.39 A further problem which has emerged with the increasing reliance on planning gain to
provide infrastructure is that RSLs are being asked to provide developer contributions
towards school places, for example. This appears completely inappropriate – part of a pot of
public money intended for one purpose (housing) is in effect being applied to make good the
funding deficiencies of another public service (education).
7.40 The methods through which demand in low demand areas might be stimulated include
masterplanning, marketing to remove stigma and neighbourhood management, including the
reduction of crime.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
•

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

What have been the trends in land values for various land uses in different locations in
cities and towns over the last ten years?

8.1
Over the last ten years, there has been in real terms upward movement in residential
land values in all the Scottish cities other than Dundee. It is only in Edinburgh however that
land values have grown very substantially – the value of land for flats has virtually trebled
over three years. Residential land prices in Edinburgh are now at a similar level to those in
London and the more expensive parts of the South East of England.
8.2
The value of land on sites zoned for industry has however remained much more stable
– even in Edinburgh, it has not risen substantially. Industrial land values are substantially
lower than residential values, and in Edinburgh, the gap between the two is huge.
8.3
Outside Edinburgh, where in the past the differential between industrial land prices
and residential land prices would in the past have been much narrower, land prices are also
rising, leading to pressure on industrial land in these areas too.
•

What are the implications of this trend for:
-

the form of development, urban densities, the structure of cities and towns;

-

the sustainable development of cities and towns, including the issue of whether
‘balanced communities’ are being put at risk

-

environmental quality.

8.4
The ‘sustainable development of cities’ is a way of describing an appropriate mix of
land uses such that housing, employment and services are so located that there is no undue
separation of residential neighbourhoods, employment locations and services. The questions
here are:
•

is successful housing renewal and redevelopment by the private sector at the cost
of balanced communities – which we take to be communities with a mix of
incomes, and household types/tenures, with access to employment opportunities
but also to shopping and other local service facilities?

•

is employment being driven out of towns and cities by high land prices, or are
other factors at play?

•

related to the above, is there tension between policies to provide affordable
housing and trends in employment location, leading to an increasing separation
between home and work?

8.5
Form of Development: In Edinburgh, there can be no doubt these trends are leading
to higher residential densities in many areas, and this is also true in central Aberdeen. As
sites are built up at high density, there is little compensating open space provided, and
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densities on many of these sites are extremely high. In Aberdeen, for example, we found that
net residential densities on individual sites appeared to average over 240 units per hectare.
8.6
Increased densities may of course have positive benefits. They make it possible for
larger numbers of people to live within the city boundary, with access to the city’s amenities
and employment opportunities. It also makes it more likely that individual residential areas
can support good public transport and local services.
8.7
The arguments against increasing density are that areas may be developed in a poorly
co-ordinated way, with no useful outdoor public space or play space being created for those
who live in these developments. In practice, on most windfall sites, the unbuilt areas are
given up almost entirely to car parking.
8.8
The trend can be seen as a good or a bad thing. The ambivalence which tends to be
felt about increased densities is recognised in the Consultative Draft of the Edinburgh and the
Lothian Structure Plan (December 2001) which states that:
Development at higher densities makes efficient use of land and facilitates provision
of public transport services. However, it should not lead to overdevelopment, town
cramming or the loss of urban open space.
8.9
The Structure Plan recognises that market pressure on urban land means that
brownfield development usually takes the form of high density flatted accommodation. In
their view, this is generally compatible with current projections which predict a continued
growth in smaller households, but the Structure Plan does also recognise the need to provide
for a greater choice of housing sites in view of the strength of the city’s economy and the
expected level of in-migration.
8.10 In our view, with increasing affluence it is not always appropriate to assume that
small households want to live in small flats – many households prefer to occupy larger units
with some individual outdoor private space90. This type of demand is poorly catered for in
most high density schemes.
8.11 For many, it is a matter of regret that ‘family housing’ – housing with a front and back
door and some outdoor private space – is becoming increasingly unaffordable within the City
of Edinburgh, so that those who wish this type of housing are increasingly forced to look
outside the city’s boundaries. For these groups, the inevitable consequence is longer journeys
to work.
8.12 It might of course be argued that this is a natural consequence of the city’s growth simply part of the succession of land uses. However, it is important that policy-makers think
consistently about this issue. The City Council has actually promoted high density
development in parts of the city where the market would prefer to build at lower densities.
The most notable example is in Craigmillar, right on the edge of the city, and where land
values are in fact extremely low.
8.13 The Masterplan commissioned by the City Council is for high density urban housing,
very similar in style to the Crown Street development in inner city Glasgow, with few houses
90

see para 2.50
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with individual private open space but generous areas of public open space. The arguments
put forward for this density of development are that the area will be better served by transport
and other services because of the greater numbers of people living there.
8.14 We would however question how much is in practice likely to be achieved through
these higher densities – it is extremely unlikely to result for example in a much higher level
of retail provision because of the presence of strong competition nearby. Would this not have
been a good location to provide affordable family housing?
8.15 Impact on Sustainability: These trends have the potential to impact on sustainability
in two ways:
•

it has been argued that employment is being driven out of the city by these trends
and that as a result, people have to travel further to work.

•

however, by allowing more people to live within the city, they contribute to
sustainability.

8.16 Our comments on these issues are as follows. Firstly, although the composition of
employment is changing, there is no real evidence that the City of Edinburgh, which is the
only city which has seen a substantial rise in land values, is losing employment - in fact the
Annual Business Inquiry data suggests that the city has in fact seen sharp employment
growth, particularly since 1999, much of it in financial services.
8.17 It is true that the city has lost manufacturing employment, but the 2000 figures
suggest that this has been little different from the long-term secular trend throughout Scotland
and indeed throughout the UK – there are relatively few local authority areas which have not
lost manufacturing employment. It remains to be seen whether Edinburgh will underperform
the average in 2001.
8.18 Finally, with regard to the decentralisation of employment, it is clear that there are
both push and pull factors. While high residential land values provide an added incentive to
leave the city, increasingly manufacturing industry prefers decentralised sites with good
motorway access, where the road network is more suited to large vehicles. Even in Glasgow,
where residential values are seldom high in the localities where manufacturing industry is
found, there has been a continuing loss of manufacturing employment.
8.19 It will not be possible to say conclusively whether average travel to work times have
increased – only the 2001 Census data will provide definitive data on this - but all the
evidence suggests that it is likely to have done so. In our view however, this is as likely to be
because of trends in the labour market – increasing affluence, personal and job mobility – as
because housing and employment uses have become more spatially separated. The Scottish
Household Survey suggests that there is a direct correlation between income and car use, with
26% of the lowest household income group commuting by car to work but 62% of those with
the highest household income.
8.20 It is undoubtedly the case that many who commute by car – arguably an unsustainable
mode of transport - do so from personal preference. The Scottish Household Survey suggests
that 46% of all current car commuters could make their journey by public transport. In
Glasgow and Aberdeen, almost two thirds of car commuters say they could make their
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journey by public transport. The issue then must be what range of incentives and
disincentives might be needed to persuade them to do so.
8.21 There is little evidence that land value changes are resulting in a loss of local retail
facilities – while many areas may have suffered from declining local retail provision, this has
been as a consequence of broader retail change and in particular the construction of large
superstores which inevitably tend to draw from a wide catchment area.
8.22 Most shops are in parades or in the ground floor of tenement properties and it is in
consequence extremely difficult to effect land use change from retail to residential. There is
however some evidence that major retailers are shifting their focus back to local foodstore
provision, and in prosperous localities, there may even be new construction of local
convenience shops – for example at Polwarth Terrace in Edinburgh and Kirklee Road in
Glasgow.
8.23 In theory, it might be difficult for certain types of local community facilities to
compete and find sites in these high value localities – but generally these localities are ones
which have a good basic infrastructure of such services, which is one of the factors which
underpins their popularity. However, when populations increase to such an extent that major
new facilities are needed, such as an additional primary school, it maybe hard to find suitable
sites at a reasonable cost.
•

What are the likely future trends in land values in the medium-longer term?

8.24 There is no reason to envisage any reversal of current trends. There may be some
slowing if the housing market falls back somewhat, but as yet, there is no reason to believe
that the trend will reverse. The nature of the demand for sites in inner Edinburgh is such that
it is unlikely that there will be a substantial increase in supply, and thus prices are not likely
to decrease. If however the supply of bulk land were to become freer, it is possible that the
price might fall back somewhat.
•

What are the benefits and disbenefits of these trends – and are there likely to be any
unforeseen problems in the medium/long-term?

8.25 As we have observed, the trends are different in each of the cities and we deal with
each in turn. In Edinburgh, although the land market is functioning very efficiently, so that
there is virtually no land vacancy, and there are positive benefits from the denser, more
compact city which is likely to emerge, there are also disbenefits:
•

Problems of affordability increase, and associated with them, a pattern of long
distance inward commuting develops.

•

As the city grows, the need for effective public transport increases, unsustainable
travel to work patterns become increasingly common and the funding of the major
city wide schemes which are needed becomes an issue.

•

There is little evidence to suggest that developer contributions have the potential
to fund the major city wide schemes which are needed.
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•

Those who work in small-scale service and manufacturing industries are likely to
find that their employment base has moved out from the city itself.

8.26 In Glasgow, the more modest increase in land values appear to be evidence of a
strengthening of the city’s economy and of increasing success in stimulating demand for
residential localities within the city, although it is recognised that many are still leaving the
city in search of better residential environments, particularly where they are motivated by
education considerations.
8.27 Increased land values are an indicator that in some areas, the need for subsidy for
private housebuilding appears to be declining, and that there may even be potential for
planning gain in some inner city locations.
8.28 There are however many areas of the city where there is very low demand for housing
for sale, and a continuing need to look at measures which will stimulate demand. One of the
most effective approaches is developing larger scale projects, similar in concept to the New
Neighbourhoods project – which create new residential neighbourhoods, which conform
better with consumer demand expectations. One of the key difficulties in Glasgow is the
pattern of educational provision, with very few schools within the city boundary meeting the
expectations of parents.
8.29 In Aberdeen, the issues are similar to those in Edinburgh, but on a smaller scale. No
substantial immigration is anticipated in Aberdeen and so it is likely that land prices will
remain more moderate. However, in the city centre, RSLs are increasingly being priced out
of the market and this is an issue for public policy-makers.
8.30 In Dundee, the problems are quite different. Dundee has problems of low demand
similar to those of many cities in the North of England, but the added complication of
tenemental patterns of house building. The city is well aware of the factors which drive this
situation and is seeking to intervene.
8.31 It will however be important to take a holistic overview of housing provision – low
demand at the lower end of the private sector, much of which is rented to tenants on housing
benefit, must also be considered in relation to wider issues such as housing land supply in
peripheral areas and provision in the public sector. The restructuring of these localities is
unlikely to be successful if there is oversupply elsewhere in the housing market.
8.32 The more attractive and well supplied the public sector stock is, the more likely it is
that demand will fall for unpopular private stock, and that potential tenants will increasingly
be drawn from groups who have been excluded from public sector housing.
8.33 Affordability in the wider housing market – in many ways an advantage – has created
these problems, by allowing residents to exercise choice, trade up and improve their housing
conditions as they become more prosperous.
•

Could increasing land and development values be used to support planning and related
policies more effectively?

8.34 We believe that this is the case, although the unevenness of development values poses
particular problems. It is only where land values are high that developer contributions to
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support a range of infrastructure can be supported. We deal with this issue in more depth in
the concluding section of this report.
8.35 We also believe that there is evidence to suggest that inner city regeneration in
Glasgow can be supported at lower public cost than in the past as the result of rising land
values.
•

What are the possible mechanisms for increasing market interest (and development
value) in areas of limited market demand and development value?

8.36 In regeneration areas, it may not be possible to value land using the comparative
method as there may be too few true open market sales to yield appropriate comparators.
However, the residual method of valuation is likely to lead to negative values, which may
give the site owner no incentive to sell, particularly if the site is valued positively on a
company balance sheet. In practice, District Valuer practice appears to have been to allow a
small positive value to facilitate the transaction – often as high as £50,000 an acre – although
it might well be argued that these sites in reality have a negative value, and indeed this is
evidenced by the often quite substantial subsidy paid to deal with site remediation costs or
gaps in the development appraisal.
8.37

•

We believe that two things are critical:
•

First, to recognise the scale of market demand in the city as a whole and to ensure
that the measures for regeneration are compatible with overall projections for
household demand – a city in long-term decline may not be able to accommodate
peripheral expansion and the regeneration of inner areas.

•

Secondly, recognising that turning a locality around needs substantial,
concentrated investment - small piecemeal interventions are unlikely to be
successful, and that masterplanning and good design play an important role in
allowing failing city neighbourhoods to reinvent themselves.

What are the implications of all of this for Scottish Executive policies in general and
the implementation of planning and other policies in particular?

8.38

These implications are discussed in the final section.
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CHAPTER NINE

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

TOWN CRAMMING AND OPEN SPACE ISSUES
9.1
The reliance of policy-makers on brownfield development has meant an increasing
emphasis on so-called windfall sites. The cumulative impact of windfall site development
can be such that populations in city localities rise sharply but with no compensating provision
of worthwhile public space. Cities need incidental open space, amenity tree planting and play
space.
9.2
Too often, the provision associated with brownfield developments is insufficient. Too
often, the provision associated with brownfield developments is not planned in such a way
that it offers useful, usable space. More sites need planning briefs or at least development
guidelines.

RESIDENTIAL LAND – EASING SUPPLY
9.3
The exceptionally high land prices in the City of Edinburgh indicate that priority must
be given to ensuring that the supply of development land in and around the city is adequate,
and that sites which have been identified as the next generation of housing sites become
available within a reasonable time frame. This is not just a numbers game, though – it is
important that the new peripheral sites which are identified have excellent public transport, to
avoid unsustainable commuting patterns on the part of those who move outward to find
family housing.
9.4
Although little or no low density housing is being built within the city boundary, we
believe that there would be a market for medium density housing at around 60 houses per
hectare, and that there are some locations in the city where land values would allow such
housing to be built. In this connection, we question the desirability of building at higher net
densities as proposed in the recent Masterplan for Craigmillar – Craigmillar is an area where
land values are very low and lower density housing could be built, but at a density which
would still support local services and public transport.

EMPLOYMENT LAND
9.5
Both in and around Edinburgh, there is likely to be a need for new land for industry
and small-scale service business. Some of this land should be reasonably close to the city so
that service businesses have some proximity to the city they serve. There is an argument for
adopting the kind of policies which have been adopted in Glasgow and providing business
sites suitable for this type of business in areas with concentrations of workless people,
although in a city like Edinburgh, where claimant count unemployment is very low, policymakers should be under no illusions that this action will, in itself, impact positively on local
employment rates.
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PLANNING GAIN
9.6
Planning gain is only available in areas where there are high land values which can
help developers to pay for the infrastructure required to open the sites for development91.
There is a risk that a system which relies heavily on planning gain to provide infrastructure
will mean that only sites in regions or parts of regions with high land values will be
developed.
9.7
In much of the West of Scotland, not only have land values been insufficient to fund
infrastructure contributions, but gap funding has been needed to facilitate the development of
brownfield sites and sites in disadvantaged areas for housing. The suspension of the GRO
grant scheme has created difficulties in some areas.
9.8
It is clear that high land values are a powerful enabling factor – they make it possible
to fund substantial infrastructure provision through developer contributions.
As
housebuilders have pointed out however, they are a form of tax on development.
9.9
Without doubt, the major policy issue associated with land values is the debate about
the best way of harnessing land values to meet the needs associated with development and the
growth of the city. The present situation is that developers may be asked to contribute
variable amounts toward education, transport and other local facilities, and may also be asked
to contribute toward other local facilities which are needed, and in some locations they may
be asked, to provide affordable housing, which they may or may not have to subsidise
themselves. This is not a satisfactory situation, for a number of reasons:
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•

It is messy, potentially inequitable and lacks transparency;

•

In consequence, it makes huge demands on the time of both authorities and
developers, as each development needs detailed, protracted individual negotiation;

•

Indeed, it is this process of negotiation about planning gain and how the cost of
meeting various elements of a major development scheme should be allocated
between different parties which has held up the development of certain major
sites;

•

Because there is a lack of clarity about what will be asked of developers, it is less
likely that these planning gain demands will be fully reflected in the price paid to
landowners, and a risk that they become built in to the costs of the housing built
on the site;

•

It makes it harder for local authorities to maintain a focus on development quality
in the development control process - development quality becomes one of a
number of competing benefits which planners are attempting to secure from
developers;

•

It is not a good mechanism for securing major new elements of infrastructure
which may be needed as a city expands – for example new public transport
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developments and new secondary schools - because such major schemes require
the pooling of planning gain from a large number of sites.
9.10 Most of the debate about reforming developer obligations, both in Scotland and south
of the border, where there was a consultation paper on reforming planning obligations92
centres around the idea of setting out infrastructure requirements more explicitly at the
beginning of a development period, as the basis for setting a development tariff.
9.11 This has also been proposed by certain Scottish local authorities, for example
Midlothian, who identify the infrastructure needed for the development of the 4,500 new
houses proposed in the Midlothian Local Plan and propose that it should be supported by
developer contributions, which will be pooled in a ring fenced developer contribution fund93.
However, as yet, no tariff has been set and in July 2002 the Deputy Prime Minister
announced that the government would not be promoting legislation to introduce development
tariffs.
9.12 Developer tariffs may be more transparent but they raise many difficult practical
issues for local authorities and for central government:
•

How is the Executive to decide which parts of Scotland have sufficiently high
land values to allow infrastructure to be financed in this way?

•

How can such a system deal with the inherent unpredictability of the development
process and how can authorities finance major items of infrastructure which are
required early in the local plan programme? There is a risk management issue for
local authorities if it is anticipated that a high proportion of their infrastructure
costs will be met in this way.

•

How can the system deal fairly with both planned developments and windfall
developments? It is clearly inequitable and indeed potentially market distorting if
windfall sites are allowed to be ‘free riders’ and yet if there are substantial
numbers of windfall sites, the developers of planned schemes could claim that the
tariff had been set too high.

•

How can the tariff reflect the huge variations in betterment that may be associated
with different developments in different parts of a local authority area? As we
have seen in West Lothian, sites in the most sought after areas may yield £1.5
million a hectare, other sites half that. Should both be subject to the same
development tariff, or will separate tariffs be set for each settlement or sub area of
a city?

•

A flat rate tariff must be set to be affordable by the developments which yield the
lowest land values in the locality – and will thus lose the potential to access the
extremes of betterment evidently available on the most valuable sites.
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•

It is our view that the issue of the taxation of betterment, which could then be
hypothecated to fund development infrastructure where it is needed has been
dismissed too quickly. Because several attempts have been made in this country
at the taxation of betterment since the last war which have not been successful and
have been quickly withdrawn, a view appears to have developed that betterment
taxation is not a feasible option.

9.13 We believe that the issue warrants further investigation – after all, many major
European nations operate such a system or indeed take into public ownership land required
for development at existing use values94.

Skills Needs
9.14 Hennebery95 has suggested that planners may be ill-equipped to negotiate with
developers over planning gain, and that they may need to gain additional skills in
development appraisal.
9.15 This may be true for some planning departments, whereas others may have staff who
have trained in or acquired these skills. There are a number of options which might be
considered to resolve this issue:
•

training courses

•

the use of consultants

•

making use of in-house surveying and valuation skills

•

appointing a specialist planning gain co-ordinator to deal with these issues , as in
Aberdeenshire.

9.16 The issues are essentially similar to those faced by Communities Scotland in assessing
applications for GRO grant or indeed any other public body administering a gap funding
scheme, and the problems should not be insuperable.

National Spatial Planning Framework
9.17 In June 2002 the Scottish Executive announced its intention to prepare a national
planning framework. The evident unevenness of development pressure in different parts of
Scotland is an issue which might properly be considered in such a framework. The findings
of this report would tend to suggest that a national, rather than a central Scotland framework
would be more appropriate – the issues about how development pressure should be
accommodated and the benefits of growth spread more evenly are not confined to Central
Scotland, as there are other localities beyond the Central Belt to be considered.
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TURNING ROUND LOW DEMAND/LOW VALUE AREAS
9.18 There have been successes - such as the area of Glasgow described in the case study.
The key principle is that perceptions of the area have to change and there are a number of
ways that can happen. First of all, the scale of change has to be substantial – small isolated
interventions are unlikely to succeed. Secondly, high quality masterplanning and design can
be extremely helpful in shifting perceptions. Finally, it helps if the change is going with the
grain of the market – there is no doubt that the rehabilitation of areas like Leith and Glasgow
Green happened because there was a shift in consumer preferences, so that larger numbers of
people were interested in inner city living.

OPTIMAL LEGAL STRUCTURES FOR HIGH DENSITY DEVELOPMENTS
9.19 The trend toward brownfield development means that an increasing proportion of the
owner occupied housing stock is in multi-owned structures. Some of these developments
have more complex and expensive common parts than was the case in the past – for example
lifts are becoming increasingly common.
9.20 Although Scotland’s legal system has always provided for maintenance arrangements
in such structures, from the Law of the Tenement onward, a wide variety of title provisions
exist96. As Robertson and Rosenberry point out:
“As a consequence of the variable nature of title deeds no real concept or culture of
good governance practice currently exists for a significant number of flat owners in
Scotland. ……”
9.21 Overall these problems go some way to explaining the unacceptable levels of
disrepair in older tenement properties as revealed in the 1996 Scottish House Condition
Survey. It should also be borne in mind that without the high levels of recent public
investment over large tracts of this stock, disrepair would be even worse. That said, given the
lack of evidence of regular ongoing maintenance expenditure, disrepair is bound to reemerge, but this time public money will not be available to help this problem.
9.22 Although there are proposals for reform, including the proposals in the Scottish Law
Commission’s for a Model Development Management Scheme, which would represent a
major advance in that it sets in place a body corporate structure which would have a clear set
of operating rules, including provision for annual budget and the establishment of a reserve
(or sinking) fund, there is a need to move this debate on and to implement new legislation to
resolve the evident problems.
9.23 The Law Commission’s recommendations have been argued by some to have
drawbacks from a consumer standpoint – they arguably place excessive emphasis on
management by an empowered manager or factor. In Robertson & Rosenberry’s view, the
proposals are at variance with what is standard practice in other countries who operate similar
systems, where empowered owners appear to be the favoured model.
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9.24 The scheme also lacks provision for an effective disputes resolution scheme outwith
the Sheriff Court. They also lack a number of other support mechanisms – including
consumer information to help educate flat buyers about their rights and responsibilities.
9.25 However, this is not the appropriate place to discuss in any depth the issues involved
– we would wish simply to point out that these problems have been evident for a long time –
we ourselves first became aware of them in 1988, when we reported to the then Scottish
Office on repair and maintenance issues in mixed tenure situations97. The increasing
proportion of flatted development – including multi-storey structures or anything from
12-20+ storeys in Edinburgh – makes it all the more pressing that action should be taken.
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APPENDIX ONE

INDICES OF LAND VALUE AND
EMPLOYMENT CHANGE
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Figure A.1
Indices of Land Values and Employment in Edinburgh, 1995-2000
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Figure A.2
Indices of Land Values and Employment Trends in Glasgow, 19952000
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Figure A.3
Indices of Land Values and Employment Trends in Aberdeen, 19952000

Figure A.4
Indices of Land Values and Employment Trends in Dundee, 19952000
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Source: Property Market Report, Valuation Office; Annual Business Inquiry, NOMIS
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APPENDIX TWO

LIST OF CONSULTEES

City of Edinburgh Council
Andrew Holmes
Director of City Development
Ian Spence
Stephen Hall
Glasgow City Council
Roger McConnell
Director of Development & Regeneration
Keith Pender
City of Aberdeen Council
Gail Beatty
Dundee City Council
Ian Jack
Head of Development Control
West Lothian Council
David Jarman
Head of Strategic Planning & Transportation
Craig McCorriston
Paul Furbank
Jack Orr
Edinburgh and Lothians Structure Plan Team
John Inman
Group Leader
Glasgow and Clyde Valley Structure Plan Team
Vincent Goodstadt
Structure Plan Manager
Wilson Bowden Group
Jim Fitzsimons
Taylor Woodrow
Gavin Robertson
J. Smart & Co Plc
Ken Hastings
Miller Homes
Peter Brogan
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Wimpey Homes
Andy Wyles
McLean Homes
Clark Crosbie
Stewart Milne Homes
David Wallace
Homes for Scotland
Eileen Masterman
Allan Lundmark
Federation of Master Builders
Graham Barn
RICS
Simon Harrison
Communities Scotland
Wendy Bullard
Gavin Cameron
Niall Istephan
Scottish Homes
Cities Review Team
Professor Duncan McLennan
Dr Susan Lilley
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